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SOUP'S ON: Restaurant
leaves visions of home cooking
dancing in your head.B 1
3-1: The Bison Booters placed
one in win column Sunday. Cl

...

District police
use tear gas to
disperse crowd

MOVIN'UP:
"In Living
Color'' star,
Tummy
Davidson
breaks into

By Oepelsha R. Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer

Homecoming weekend b~ought more
excitement than expected as riot tactics

were employed by D.C. Metropolitan

''Business'' in
new film.Bl

WISE WORDS: Kwame
Nkrumah's words of warning
and encouragement offer help
tQ African nations today.A7

Phols by Edgar B11tien

A group of Metropolitan Police head west on Barry Place toward the Howard Plaza Towers as they seek to clear the
streets. (left) Some students used jackets, towels and other items to shield agatlnst the tear gas (right)

University officials look for answers
Campus
Editorial
Commentary
Local/National
International
Tempo
Sports
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tors began meeting this week to come up with solutions for the problems associated with activities on
the main campus. Specifically, the overflowing

By George Danlels
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"The dream seemed
so easy, but the task was
more difficult. "

The relocation of th ~ annual homecoming game to
a larger facility, re-routing homecoming traffic and
closing businesses on Georgia Avenue early on the
day of the homecoming game are all changes
Howard University students and alumni might see
' during Homecoming 1992. These are solutions
• being considered by University administrators to pre.
vent the events of last weekend from happening
again next year.
District police used tear gas when they were called
in to disperse a crowd estimated at 500 which
blocked Georgia Avenue near Barry Place (see related story). At almost the same time, approximately 9'
p.m., hundreds of people attending a step show at the
Miracle Faith Center in northeast Washington rushed
from the event after a clash occurred between members of two participating fraternities (see related

story).
Charles H.

wesl~y

While aware of the evt?nts off campus associated
with Howard 's homecoming, University administra-

crowd attending for the game, the congregation of
homecoming goers on Georgia Avenue, and activities on the main yard are the focus of their attention.
''We had more people inside that sta<li!Jilll Saturday
than there was supposed to be. I saw J)eople climbing on top of Burr Gym. I saw people on top of the
School of Business," said Dr. Steve Favors, vice
president of student affairs.
''We have some problems with our stadium itself.
We're going to have to seriously consider moving the
game to RFK (Robert F. Kennedy Stadium in southeast Washington) until the necessary renovation is
done to Greene Stadium," Favors said ~
1
According to Favors, efforts are underway through
organizations like the Bison Booster Club to raise the
necessary funds to expand the seating capacity of the
stadium as well as complete other renovations.
Fav.ors said renovation could possibly be completed
within five years.
''It is our current thinking that it is probably best to

Subcommittee asks for
increased ·aid for Africa
By Corrin Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

"'Africa's poor and. disadvantaged people know what their needs are and can
best implement and control their budget
and development projects'' said Gregory
Smith, president of African
Development Foundation, before a
Congressional subcommittee on African
Affairs last Friday.
Members of the Foreign Operations
subcommittee met in Room 419 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Jeff Davidow, principal deputy assistant secretary for African Affairs, Scott
M. Spangler, the assistant administrator
for Africa with AID and Smith,
addressed the subcommittee as they
reviewed the 1992 fiscal year foreign
assistance request for Africa. The
spokesmen asked for $800 million in
development assist~nce and $147 million
in food assistance.
·
Davidow, realizing that all of his objec-

By Regina II. Mack
Hilltop Staff Writer

Development Fund for Africa (DFA), the

from Signet/Hammond World Atlas

from last year.
Citing that out of the 46 countries clas·
sified as the world's poorest and least
developed, 31 are in Africa, Smith said
that these are the reasons for the creation

of ADF.
Admintllrative Assistant for Africa
with AID Scott Spangler did not request
a specific amount of Congressional
monies but instead laid out the specific
plans.

Please see Aid, page A7
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The fate of historically black colleges
and ·universities (HBCU) is under consideration as the Supreme Court prepares to hear beginning argumenm in
Ayers v. Mabus, the controversial case
reviewing 1,be s~.tus of several black colleges in Mississippj. Proceedings on the

case are scheduled 'to begin at the high

l

court Nov. 13.
In the case, several black plaintiffs
maintain that the state of Mississippi has
not dismantled the rac\ally discr:iminatory system of education that gave rise to
separate black and white institutions.
In order to dismantle the state's racial·
!Y dual systems, the Mississippi Board
of Educ·ation is responsible for the
enhancement of HBCU in the form of
funding, programs and financial aid to
blacks at black and white universities.
Mississippi officials said they have

taken active measures to remove all vestiges of discrimination at white universities, including adopting ''race.neutral"
admission policies and hiring more
blacks to work in the universities. They
maintain that segregation continues
because students choose to attend institutions that are of one predominant race.
The Ayers petitioners, .inc,Juding ~lack
citizens of Mississippi and civil rights
advocates, said that separate and
unequal facilities still exist despite the
state's claim of .. good faith" admission
practices.
''Race-neutral policies have never been
enough to address centuries of discrimi·
natory practices," said Janell Byrd, an

attorney with the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund. ''The
duty ' is to take affirmative steps to
remove the VC\tiges of a racially discriminary system\''
According to the plaintiffs, the state
has established duplicate educational

programming at ·both white and black
institutions. They added that this only
further encourage students to attend
schools where their own race predomi~
nates since the curricula at both schools
will be the same.
Also, blacks believe that simply to
enhance HBCUs will not fulfill the
state'~ responsibility for providing equal
educational opportunities for black students. As part of their duty to blacks in
Mississippi, the state must actively
recruit black students and faculty for
white universities.
''The question is what responsibility
does a state.. that operated a segregated
system of higher education for over a ~
century have to remedy that discrimination1" Byrd said.
The case could have an impact on
HBCUs nationwide if the court affinns

the appellate court ruling. "They [HBCU]
will be phased out or left alone until no
one wants to go to them," Byrd said.

In a speech to law students Wednesday
night, the Rev. Jesse L Jackson encouraged upcoming black attorneys gathered
on the west campus to use their ''knowledge for public interest."
Held at the Howard University School
of Law in Houston Hall's James A.
Cobb Moot Court Room, ''Rebuilding

America: Morally and Economically The African American Attorney's Role"
was sponsored by Henry Ramsey, dean
of the School of Law and the Black Law
Students Association.
,
Jackson emphasized the need for black
law students to integrate the ethics of
caring and service into their future' legal
practices. He also challenged students to
remain anchored in righteousness and
social justice as they pursue careers in
various fields of law.

· Jackson launches campaign
for inde11endent democratic
majority. Story page. A6
"We need lawyers to light in dark .
places, to heat where it's really cold. We
need a different kind of lawyer who will
defend those who are impoverished. We
need caring lawyers that will let their
caring instruct their knowledge," he said.
Jackson also asked students to question
whether they belong to a slave master's
tradition or to a Bill of Rights tradition .
''We need to breed generations who can
distinguish between the two heritages,''
Jackson said urging students to remain
loyal to a heritage which fought for
social change and inclusion.
9ne recently inducted member of
Sigma Delta Tau Legal Fraternity
reflected upon Jackson's call for more
involvement on the part of black attorneys in their communities.
.. We institute<J the chapter here. to
remain firmly rooted in traditions. The
chapter was originally deactivated in the
60s when integraiio"n was the thing," said
Michael Hackett, a third-year Jaw stuJ
•

\

"We need a different kind of lawyer who will defend those
who are Impoverished,• Jackson said Wednesday night.
dent
''We were thrilled to induct 14 memhers of Howard's law school to our base.
The young black attorneys coming up
will have a strong voice," said Watson T.
Goffrey, Sr., a member of Sigma Delta
Tau said.
Jackson expressed his doubts concerning the ability of the present Un.ited
State~ Senate to respond to the mult1cul·
turali.e_oncerns of today 's socie.\)'. He
described the Senate as ''culturaJfy anemic distant and ''a wavelength apart"
refe~ing to the lifting of sanctions on

South Africa.

''I overly agree w·ith Jackson. I am a

r

Please see Gas, page A3
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Future of black colleges to be debated
By C8ndl Meriwether
Hilltop Staff Writer

Please see Solutions, page A3

Jackson gives law stud~~ts
charge to serve co~mun1ty

tives cannot be met with development
and humanitarian assistance, stressed
that careful planning for maximum_long
term impact will be demanded of the
Department of State's chief tool for
directing foreign aid to Africa.
Davidow's objectives included securing $10 million to aid Namibia, the Ivory
Coast, and Senegal, countries who were
selected on the basis of sound economic
reform, democracy and/or responsible
participation in world events. ''We must
actively support the growing positive
trends in democracy and human rights in
Africa'', Davidow said. Seeking innovative military developments and stability,
Davidow urged that some $33 million
dollars be appropriated in that area.
In continuing the review of the 1992
fiscal year foreign assistance request for
Africa, Smith asked for about $15 million for his organization, the African
Development· Foundation (ADF), a
"modest'' increase of about $2 million

go to a larger facility," said Raymond Archer, dean.of
slu,dent life and activities. He listed RFK, which
seats 58,000, or the stadium s at the University of
Maryland -Col lege Park and George Mason
University as possible alternatives.
''Our problem is you can't get RFK when the
Redskins are practicing or they have a game," Archer
said. RFK stadium was considered as a location for
the game this year. However1the only date available
was October 21, and the University was not notified
Until August, Which was too late for the University
to schedule a game.
The homecoming game was held at RFK stadium
for 10 years duripg the administration of former
President James E. Cheek. But a low number of nonpaying persons attending the game, dissatisfaction
among students and alumni about the location, and
some renovation of Greene Stadium caused the game
to be moved back to the main campus.
Archer added that if the alternative locations do not
work out this year, satellite parking is an option the

Police Saturday to disperse a ''disorderly'' crowd on Georgia Avenue.
After the homecoming game, about
300 to 500 people gathered along
Georgia Avenue near the main campus.
Some peop1e in the crowd threw about
-30 bottles at police, then officers fired
tear gas.
Campus Security Chief Lawrence
Dawson said campus security officers
tried to move the crowd that was preventing traffic flow on Georgia Avenue.
According to Dawson, the crowd did not
comply with their requests.
''Students at Howard do not listen to
campus police. They try to run over us
and thought they could do the same
thing with Metro. We try to keep Metro
out of things because they don't negotiate like we do," Dawson s3id.
Around 10:45 p.m., Dawson said several fights broke out and bottles were
thrown. Metropolitan police then called
for an official representative from the
University to move the crowd out of the
streets.
Since campus police were unable to
disperse the crowd, Metro came in and
formed a police line by Howard Inn and
began breaking up the crowd.
According to Dawson, the officers had
no intentions of using tear gas until they ·
were provoked by students.
''A large group ran up on Banneker
field where it was very dark and showered rocks, sticks, and bottles down on
the police. At that time, the officers
started firing tear gas into the crowd,"
Dawson said.
According to a Metropolitan police
officer, the disturbance began when a
car blasting loud music parked on the
street in front of McDonald 's, causing a

African w~o is_~lso conscious of people
who look just like me. Those in South
Africa are suffering injustice in the highest fonn. All pressure for change must
come from the United States," said
Uduak Ubom, a first year law student
from Nigeria.
Jackson also contrasted between the
political disenfranchisement of blacks in
South Africa and the district, adding that
they suffer from the same conditions.
''You can't vote on policy in Pretoria.
You can't vote on policy on Capitol
Hill."
·
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Former member of
guerilla movement
teaches at Howard
By Tera Winder
Hilltop Staff W_riter

According to the Howard chapter of
the Internation al Committee ·Against
Racism (INCAR), a controversy has surfaced on can1pus concerning a professor
who has been directly associated with a
guerilla movement in Mozambique.
INCAR officials believe that Howard's
employmen_t of Professor Luis B. Serapiao, in the African stud ies department,
could be the target for debate in the near

future. He is a fonner U.S. representative for Renamo, a South African gov-

ernment-backed guerilla movement in
Mozambique.

According to INCAR the questions are
why a force like Renamo would be given

the opportunity to send a representative
to the United States and what is the U.S.
relationship with the South Africa government.
Although Serapiao is no longer a Renamo representative, he continues to support the group despite their terrorist
activities.
When Serapiao's involvement was
learned last year, the Political Science
Student Association tried to conduct an
q,pen deba1e between Serapiao and one
of its members to answer these questions.
At the last minute the meeting was cancelled.
F<1,eulty mcn1bers said that they feel

Serapiao's has a right to support what
ever group he wants to.
Dr. George Nzongola, a professor in
the depanment and a native of Zaire said
that Serapiao is entitled to free speech.
''It is completely evident that he is protected as a faculty member under the
freedom of Academic expression,"
Nzongola said.
On Oct. 10, INCAR sponsored a meeting and film titled, Killing the Dream, to
make students aware of what is happening
to the people in Mozambique due to Renamo 's efforts to weaken the movement
against apartheid and racism in the region.
The violence depi~ted in the movie
caused a strong reaction, according to
INCAR member Mohammed Ibrahim
Hassan.
''I believe we are finally getting the
response this issue has needed for
years,'' the African native said.
Serapiao said he believes that the film
did not accurately represent the purpose
of Renamo. :
''That(violence) is not what we are
about. We are fighting a war, but with a
quest for peace," he said.
According to an article that appeared in
the Washington Po st on Oct. 20,
Mozambique 's government and rebels
have agreed to have peace talks in order
to end a 15-year war, that has claimed
one million lives.
Serapiao has been invited to the peace
talks scheduled to take place in Rome .

Students lose money at step show;
what does Love got to do with it?
Maisha Adams and
Sonfa Morris
Hilltop Staff Writers
By

Homecom'ing proved to be an expen• siv.e weekend for some partygoers who
paid money to see a step show that
didn't happen.
Entertainment promoter and former
Howard University student Frank Sattlewhite, known as Frank Love, advertised and sold tickets for ''The Official
1991 Greek Step Show'' which was to
be held at the Citadel Coliseum in
Northwest, Washington, D.C.
However, the University Pan Hellenic
· Council said Love tried to jeopardize
their step show held at the Miracle
Faith Center. Love advertised on
WPGC (95.SFM) radio station that the
show at the Miracle Faith Center had
' been cancelled and moved to the
Citadel. But Jonell White, account
executive for WPGC, said the radio
station did not produce the advertisement; however, they did air it.
"He (Love) had the spot done at an
outside production house," Whiie said.
Despite attempts by members of thi:
Pan Hellenic Council who said they
contacted WPGC to counteract Love's
radio promotions, station managers
refused to stop running the announcements.
''He (Love) sent in a tape to WPGC
that the step show had been moved ,

and since he paid for the advertisement
no one at the radio station bothered to
check the accuracy of the tape," said
coordinator for the
step show at the
Miracle Faith Center, Shaunda Sutton.
Chanda Galloway,
a sophomore majoring in psychology,
had planned to go to
the University's
officia l step show,
but was misled by 1
the advertisement
on the radio.
''I only went to the
Citadel bec ause I
heard on the radio
'that the step show at
the Miracle Faith
Ce nt er had been
cancelled," Gal'!oway said.
Fliers distributed
by Love claimed
that the step show
was sponsored by
Capita l Entertainment and MCA, and
that the event would
be hosted by Chris
Thomas, a Black
Entertainment Television air personality. Another flyer produced by Love
told of an after party with celebrity

guests to appear after the step show.
According to Galloway, a line began
forming around 6 p.m., at which time
guests were told
they could purchase a $7 ticket,
which would entitle them admittance into the step
show, or they
could pay an
additional $3 and
attend the after
party.
"The
whole
event was very
unprofessional.
The doors opened
almost two hours
late, and there
was no where to
sit," Gallo.way
said.
Galloway adde8
that guests had to
wait an additional
hour
without
explanation while
repairs were made
on the sound system.
After approxi~
mately two hours,
an announcement was made that t!Je
step show was cancelled because the
people who were supposed to perform

''I just feel people
from out of town
were especially
taken advantage of
because we don't
know which promotions were legitimate. I thought the
purpose of homecoming was to get
together and have
fun and not to get
gypped,''·-Aiiesha Thomas,
St. Johns University
· student

did not show up. Guests were given a
number lo call to obtain refunds, but
the number was a recorded message
from the Citadel.
"The Citadel had nothing to do with
the event. The facility was rented out to
the promoter, and he is fully responsible," director of marketing for the
Citadel, Steve Solman said.
''I feel everyone should get their
money back, and he {Love], will never
rent here again," Solman added.
Elizabeth Lloyd, president of the PanHellenic C.Ouncil, said Greek lettered
organiz ..tion s have bitter feelings
toward Love.
"There is a Jot of resentment toward
Fr.ank based on past experiences. He
would abuse the privilege of having
greek ·letter organizations work for
him, and not stick to his contract. He
would not pay them greek Jetter organizations], and if they did get paid, it was
less than what they were supposed to
get," Lloyd said.
" I just feel people from out of town
were especially taken advantage of
because we don't know which promotions were legitimate. I thought the
purpose of homecom ing was to get
together and have fun and not to get
gypped,," St. Johns University student
Aiiesha Thomas said.
After several attempts made by THE
HILLTOP, Love was unable to be contacted.
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Keene
•
promises
to revamp
Meridian
soon

Meridian residents
move to stop drugs
By Tara Winder
Hilltop Staff Writer

Drug dealers accost Howard stude nts
who live in Meridian Hill , while trying
to make deals with addicts and homeless
people who crowd in the abandoned
house next door to the dorm.
'' I feel confined here in the dorm
because I know I cannot go anywhere
around here by myself and feel safe at
the same time, "said Eddie Wearring, a-Meridian resident. Wearring said that he
has been approached by drug pushers
and has seen them use drugs nea.r the
entrance to the dorm.
He suggested that the Universit)' gel
involved and have undercover police
stationed in and around the dorm to fight
the problem.
'
"That house has to be dealt with before
any of the area residents can be safe, and
even then Malcolm X Park will still be a
haven for drug pushers," said Jerome
Coleman, a resident assistant at Meridian.
"The issue directly addresses 3rd Dis-

By Kimberly Martin

Hilltop Staff Writer
Last Tuesda)', Dean
of Residence Life
•
William Keene intended to focus his discussion on the hidden advantages of dormitory livi ng, but students had another
topic in mind- the disadvantages of living in What they call "Meridian Hell.''
''I realize we have a lot to be grateful
for when I look at the homeless people
in Adam's Morgan everyday. We do
have a roof over our heads," said Hassan
Karim , president of Meridian Dorm
Council. '' But we're also paying enough
to have a roof over head as well as to
have microwaves that work, a cooking
facility, boilers that provide enough hot
water, study rooms and a recreation
room that's open," he said.
According to Keene, it would cost the
University approximately $10 million to
give Meridian Hill a much needed face-

•

lift
'' It 's extremely unfortunate that you
must confront these issues but the reality
of the situation is that there isn't sufficient funding to address the problems,"
Keene said.
''The major discomfort issues are
things that can't just be fiddled with, it
will requir'e a major renova~tion of
Meridian to correct these problems."
In 1988 the University made a commitment to renovate the dorms. Cook Hall,
Meridian Hill and the Harriet Tubman
· Quadrangle were at the top of the priority list. However the University's
finances have shifted.
Keene said that the University is now
doing renovations in phases. He said that
the Quad an<l Meridian Hill are next on
the list, but the Quad will probably be
given priority because it 's on campus
and primarily houses freshmen .
As for short term concerns, such as
reinstalling the dorm's Lwo microwaves,
the dean promised that he is working on
the situation.
Students proposed installing
microwaves on every odd-numbered
floor in the dorm and turning the recreational room into a study area.
While Keene promised he would
review any proposal from the students,
he questioned the feasibility of such
plans.
· ''I'm not sure if we 'll be able to get
funding for these things, because if the
university is anticipating total renovation, how much If!Oney can you e~pect it
to spend before you have to tear it all out
and start over," Keene said.
Students left the meeting somewhat
hopeful.
''I felt better in general because now I
understand the politics of what's going
on. Meridian isn't a priority because it
isn't on campus," said Patryce Brown, a
sophomore majoring in French. ''I think
that the changes will eventually occur,
just not while I'm still living here."

trict police and ultimately the city government as a whole,., said campus security Capt. Arn1stror1g. He sai d that the
problem is way out of Howard 's jurisdiction.
According to Dr. Greg Rubin, who
works in the crime analysis division of
Metro POiice Department, said it is not
feasible to place an emphasis on the
house or increase patrol in the Meridian
Hill area.
''Statistics show that only 13 percent of
the drug offenses in the city come from
tile 3rd District(which includes Florida
Avenue, Georgia Avenue, and Meridian
Park area). Our concern has to be with
the larger numbers,'' Rubin said.
Determined to rid their neighborhood
of drugs, Kareem Hassan, president of
the Meridian Hill Dorm Council, sent a
letter t~ Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon
expressing concerns.
Until further notice, the council must
wait to hear from Mayor Dixon in order
to find out if they can voice their
grievances in person.

LaRon Land and Will Smith make final preparations for tonight's performance.

Musical Extravaganza to
showcase H.U. talent tonight
Maisha Adams
Hilltop Staff Writer
By

The Undergraduate Student Assembly
(UGSA) and the College of Fine Arts
Student Council will present the first
Musical Extravaganza tonight at 7:30 in
Cramton Auditorium.
The Musical Extravaganza is a
chronological look at African-Ameri -

can music. The program will feature
musical interpretations, instrumental
acts, a performance by the Howard
Dance Ensemble and tributes to Miles
Davis, Duke Ellington and Scott
Joplin.
''We want to give the talented people
at Howard a chance to showcase their
talent," said UGSA Coqrdinator Tracy
Mcferrin.

'

Halloween Magic
Stacy Perkins
teases one of the
participants In
•. Slowe Hall's
Fifth Annual Halloween Party for
students from
Gage-Ecklngton
Elementary
School held Oct.
31. Slowe Is just
one of the residence halls that
provided a halloween party for
children In the
community.,

l

There will be a rap session before the
show with Michael Selma, Artists &
Repertoire representative for Capitol
Records.
''The rap session was added to allow
students to learn about the industry and
to network," College of Fine Arts Student Council President Marcus Johnson
said.

Caribbean Student
Association meets to
discuss coup in Haiti
Carlon Kirton
Hilltop Staff Writer

By

More than 100 Howard Caribbean students and faculty members gathered to
discuss the recent coup d'etat in Haiti at
a Caribbean Students Association political forum in the Armour J. Blackburn
University "Center.
Raymond Valcin, a counselor from the
Haitian Embassy, and Atherton Martin,
executive director of the Development
Institute, a Caribbean regional institution, spoke.
The Oct. 25 meeting was called to
consider the coup d'etat not just a
problem for Haiti alone, but as an
opportunity to form cooperation among
the people of this)lation.
"Jt is important that we gain some
insight as to the present conditions
existing in Haiti," Valcin said.
Although Haiti has been an independent
nation since 1791, he said the country
has seen a lot of misery.
There is a sharp class difference and
antagonism in Haiti which accounts for
the heavy concentration of the very rich
and at the same time the very poor,
according to Valcin. J'he struggle to
restore democracy and balance power
points to one of the reasons behind the
coup d'etat.
..
''Look at this situation not as a Ha1t1an
situation but a Caribbean situation,"
Martin said. "We as Caribbean people
need to be honest with ourselves about
what the situation really is. Elections in
Haiti was just a crack of the egg in
building a democratic process."
According to Martin, democracy has
not worked for Jfaiti . The process

involves more than just being able to
vote. It involves being a part of the
developing and implementing of issues.
Valcin believes that the restoration of
democracy in Haiti lies on a regional
and international basis. ''We must have
an integrated military to restore order in
the Caribbean," he said. ''This will
allow us to combat drug trafficking and
other national disasters in the
Caribbean."
A Howard grad uate student from
Haiti, Marx-Vilaire Aristide, emphasized the need for Caribbean unity and
trade among Caribbean countries.
''Because of the small size of these
countries and the limited resource.s that
they ~ave, it would work to the
Ca ribbean 's advantage if all the
resources are pulled 1ogether,'' he said.
Vilaire Aristide was glad that the CSA
had the forum to expose How ard students and faculty to the problem. ''This
kind of solidarity with Caribbean students at Howard is what is lacking
belween nations of the Caribbean and if
this unitf can be magnified it will be
truly great," he said.
According to Vilaire Aristide, theTC is
widespread protest against thC? government' that has assumed power, and
school openings were postponed to
Nov. 4 to boycott until President Jean
Bertrand Aristide returns.
''When President Aristide returns, the
challenge will be to make it a revolution of the Haitian people, including the
peasantry, who make up the vast majority of the population," Martin said. "It
is important for a government to be
alert to the signals of its people in order
to prevent a crisis like that of Haiti's."

•
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Police release tear gas o~ crowd Melee abruptly
ends step show
Gas, from pg. Al
crowd to gather and block traffic.
Jonathan Wolf, an I emplo yee at
Blockbuster Videos, said he knew there

By Regina M. Mack
Hilltop Staff Writer

was going to be trouble when he saw

hundreds of people jumping around and
dancing outside.
''Someone was playing a reall y loud

stereo that the police siren couldn't even
drown out. Four or five police officers

tried to make the crowd leave, but there
were not enough of them to control al l of
those people. I knew more police would
probably be called in." Wolf said.
After Metro police arrived, Wolf said
the crowd disappeared ''in five seconds."
''I turned around to buy something in
T.L.C. [DiScount Store], and when I
looked back outside, there were no people, no cars, nothing. I had seen the
police lining up with billy clubs, and

some had their guns out. Some people
tried to resist by throwing bottles, but
most people took off running," Wolf
said.
All of the businesse~ 9n Georgia
Avenue, including McdoYald 's, closed
after the police intervened. Dawson said
the crowd dispersed around 11:30 p.m.
and no arrests were made.

J

Several students traveling toward the Howard Plaza Towers were affected by the tear gas.

WHERE EVERYTHING HAPPENED
,
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The step show held at the Miracle
Faith Cente r last Saturday night ended
abruptly after a member of an Atlanta
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. disrupted the performance of Ph i
Beta Sigma, Inc. Alpha (Howard)
Chapter.
Afler the Alpha walked across the
stage and displayed the Alpha sign, he
was approached by members of both
Howard's Sigma and Alpha fraternities.
Jason Barrett, co-coordinator for the
step show, said a brawl broke out when
a member of the Sigma fraternity was
struck after a ho st ile exchange of
derogatory statements.
The sudden outburst ca used an audi·
ence of more than 6,000 people to panic
and rush to the exit doors. Some spectators suffered minor injuries in an
attempt to escape from the rampant
throwing of chairs.
Barrett plans to report the member of
the Atlanta Chapter to the National
C~apter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
''There was ·no justification for hi s
actions," Barrett said.
''It was a disrespectful, shocking, unexpected act. Members of both Howard 's
Alpha and Sigm'a Chapters attemjlted to
control and break up the fight. The con·
frontation was between non-Howard
Chapter members," ·sa id Charles
Graham, president of Alpha Phi Alpha,
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By Kimberly Martin
Hilltop Staff Writer
Sat~rday

evening on Georgia Ave. the
air was thick with tear gas, the streets
were lined with police off.cers, and the
sirens blared in the distance. Officers
atte mpted to control what some called a
riot. Yet, on Tuesday, D.C. Metropolitan
police were reluctant to call the disturbance on Georgia a riot. A response
which has led many students to question
what a riot really is.
Alt hough a riot is deff'ned as a as a
noisy, sometimes violent, public disorder caused by a group or crowd of peO·
pie, District police offered a different
defmition.
. ''We try not to use that term because it
Has a negative connotation," Third
District Police Officer Kenneth Bryson
said. ''Traditionally, a riot is caused. by
one central event or thing which triggers
certain emotions in a group of. people,
and leads to major unrest. A classic
example of this is the 1968 riots following King's assassination.''
According to professors in the depanment of Political Science a riot can also
be the response of a group that has grown
impatient with what they perceive to be
accumulation of perceived wrongs.
Such was the case last spring when in
an explosion of animosity and festering
frustration with the District and its government, the Hispanic community began
looting and setting fire to businesses in
the Adams Morgan community of
Northwest Washington following the
shooting of a Salv adoran man by a
police officer.
Bryson, however, denies that there is a
standard procedure when handling riots.
'' Police response depends on what's

The events Saturday evening occured in an area bounded on the south by Bryant St, the

north by Howard Place, the west by Sherman Ave. and the east by Georgia Ave.
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Efforts underway to deal with overcrowding
By Regina M. Mack
Hilltop Staff Writer

Campus security plans to meet soon
with Georgia Avenue businesses to develop strategies lo combat overcrowding in
the area. Accoi'ding to Lawrence S.
Dawson, the incidents on Georgia Avenue
after Homecoming festivities this weekend called for stricter traffic and pedestrian control.
On Saturday night following the
Homecoming game, campus security was
bombarding with people on Georgia
Avenue and outside the Howard Plaza
Towers. Howard security officers, in conjunction with D.C. Metropolitan police,
attempted to control the crowd congestion
in front of the Towers.
Metropolitan police faced the same
1
problem on Georgia Avenue when doubled parked cars and people loitering in
the streets had obstructed the traffic flow
between Howard Place and Col lege
•

Streets.
''Shots were fired. Persons in the crowd
continued to throw missiles -(objects) into
the masses of people. The police were
· outnumbered by the crowd and were
forced to retreat to put on riot gear," said
Dawson.
Dawson stressed that if security measures are not taken_soon to keep crowds
under control on Georgia Avenue, the
area could have serious repercussions for
the University. ·
'' I am planning meet with Chief
Fullwood and sen ior members of my staff
to increase police presence in the area,
President Frank.Jyn Jenifer said. ''One of
Howard 's goals is not to(be) a stranger to
the community and to provide students
cultural enrichment; however, the questions at hand is how open will ho.ward
events be to the community. There are
greater degree of liability, but the safety
of students is our fi rst concern.
Some students believed the problems are

How~rd Un~ersity.

Beta chapter,
Graham stressed that both of Howard's
Alpha and Sigma Chapters have no hos.tile relations.
The step show was spoitsored by the
University _Pan Hellenic Council, the
governing body of greek letter organizations on campus.
Elizabeth Lloyd, president of the Pan
Hell enic Council is in the process of
sending a letter to council members COl).cerning the incident and future actions
to be taken by the council to prevent
such incidents from happening again.
Lloyd believes increased security and
more emphasis on '' unity'' among the
greek letter organizations shou ld be
included in next year's festivities.
''We are trying to put this incident
behind us and learn from our mistakes,"
Lloyd said.
Some spectators claimed several exits
were locked and security was unable to
stop the altercation. Security included· Miracle Faith Center officers, a private
company hired by the counci l, and D.C.
Metropolitan police.
The fifth district police, "'ho answered
the emergency call at the Miracle Faith
Center, recorded it as a "'disorderly ''
with no fatalities. But Graham was
treated with stitches at Howard
University Hospital after suffering an
•
abrasion to his forehead.
However, spectators were still left with
the dilemma of how the individual
acquired such easy access to the stage.

Definition of ''riot''
remains a question
as events occur

GEORGIA AVENUE
•

·

magnified during Homecoming activities.
Many students contended it is difficult to
distinguish students from regular district
residents when crowds congregate.
One visiting student from Trenton Stale
University, who wished to remain anonymous, described the Georgia Avenue as
''an intermingling of drug dealers and college students ... all drug dealers are doing
are pushing their goods on students."
''They needed more police to patrol the
area. On Sunday police were asking people to get in their cars and drive off. They.
needed that on Sat urd ay night ,'.'
McDonald 's employee Kemba Mosley
said. McDonalds manager Augustine
Okeke, would not comment on how resturaunt late hours of service might contribute to the influx of crowds. The business usually stays open until 2 am.
''That weekend was an exception.
Security should have just blocked off the
road," Blockbuster employee Jonathan
Wolf said.

happening and the level of the things
occu rring," Bryson said. ''We attempt to
bring things to order with as little harm
as posSible to property and the individuals involved."
Although police claim there is no set
procedure, a pattern in the handling of
recent events is evident.
During the 1989 Greekfest at Virginia
Beach, 260 arrests were made , 400
police citations were given, and 20
blocks were damaged in a_riot that lasted
two days. The National Guard attempted to subdue the crowd af approximately
100,000 students by fanning human barricades, releasing tear gas into the
crowd, and imposing curfews.
Procedures similar to those were fol lowed in Adams Morgan and on Georgia
Ave this weekend.
''The police overreacted. They saw a
bunch of young, black people gathering,
and they got scared. They were stereotyping," Glenda Bain, a sophomore in
the School of Nursing said ''If it were
really a riot, there would 've been more
damage. And the crowd wasn't violent
until the cops started rushing people and
disrespecting them. The cops were violent with the crowd, so the crowd reacted violenlly with them."
Sophomore Tarik La Rue agrees that
the extremity of the police's actions may
have been racially motivated.
''If we were in Georgetown, the police
wouldn't have had helicopters and tear
gas. They jusl would 've removed the
few troublemakers who threw tfle bottles," La Rue said.
According to Bryson 1he incident is
still under investigation. Police officers
are looking into possible causes for the
evening's violence and they ' re in the
process of evalu ating their own conduct.

icials search or so utions ·
Solutions, from page Al

,

University will have 'lo consider.
Homecoming spectators may have to
park elsewhere and be bussed on a spe·
cial shuttle bus to the activities.
''We've got to get the Crowds of cars
out of this area," Archer said.
In addition to the size of the crowd
which attends Howard'~ homcrcoming
events, there is also some concern
about the construction of the crowd,
especially those .who are neither
Howard students or alumni who come
to the events and end up being part of
the problem.
''People believe that Howard
University's homecoming is the place
to be. I saw very few Howard students
walking back'. toward Sherman Avenue
(~fter being_ ordered by Metropolitan
police to do so). Many of them Were 15
and 16-year·olds. Many of them were
looking for trouble," Favors said.
Closing the businesses along Georgia
Avenue to try and disperse the traffic
that might congregate there after the
came has been suggested.
''There was nothing to do. When you
have nothing to do with that many people drinking, that is a cause of a potential problem," said Danaan Strachan,
associate director of student activities.
"I think we might be able to get the
support from the Wonder Plaza. We

have to make the city aware that this is
Frelow suggested that in the future
a major event. The proper type of more events should be planned to
resources from the city will have to be accommodate the crowds after the
appropriated for that [homecoming] game.
weekend," Favors said.
Members of the Howard University
One entity adversely affected by the
Georgia Avenue incident was the
Howard Plaza Towers. Students who
were affected by the tear gas ran
toward both the east and west sides of
the building . Management at the
Towers were expecting a large crowd
for the· weekend and believed they were
adequately prepared.
''We prepared for it. We planned for
it. I think the escort organization did
exceptionally well under the condi·
lions," said Larry Fre low, property
manager for the Howard Plaza Towers.
I•t•IODS. '' --He said° homecoming weekend and
the first weekend of the semester are
the two of the busiest times in the year
for the Towers.
In preparation for the homecoming
weekend, management of the Towers
stationed members of the Howard
University St udent Patrol in the
garages and entrances of each of the
buildings of the Towers. Community
Coordinators, st udents staffed by the Student Patrol who were on duty
Howard Plaza Towers, were also played a role in assisting students who
assigned to assist the normal front desk returned to the building after tear gas
staff between 6 p.m. and 3 a.m.
had been released. Earlier this week,

''We prepared for
it. We planned for ·
it. I think the
escort organization did exceptionally well under the
con d
Larry Frelow,
property manager
for the Howard
Plaza Towers

the organization re leased a strongly
worded statement blaming on students
much of what happened during the
weekend .
''What the patrol mei:nbers and I saw
was the worse disp lay of Howard
University students in action. We had
over -30 false fire alarms in both East
and West Towers. As we stood at the
doors of the. Plaza Towers, we warned
students and visitors not the leave during the riot," said Joel Ferris, a Howard
Student Patrol Leader. Students and
visitors both responded by not heeding
our warning and still going out."
.
Ferris is opposed to moving homecoming to RFK stadium and sa id students need to be more responsible.
''If students take their pqrtion of the
problem and solve their portion, al l of
the rest of the problem will work out,"
he said. He faults students who do not
sign in their guests or who ~rink in
excess.
''These (sign-in) are procedures to
protect you . They weren 't put up to
prohibit you from having fun," Ferris
said.
''If next year President Jenifer says no
homecoming, after working as a patrol.man, I can honestly say I understand,"
Ferris said.
In evaluating what happened during

the greek step show, Favors said he is
waiting for a report from Archer and
suggesti ons from the Pan Hellenic
Counci l, lhe governing body for al l
greek letter organizations on campus.
''I would be interested in seeing what
the Pan Hellenic Council will be recommending. There will have to be
so me toug h decisions [co ncerni ng
greek letter organiza tions) made. I
won't hesitate to make them. I can't
walk away or leave something openended. Greeks can take the leadership
role in helping make lhe campus safe,"
Favors said.
''Greek shows are volatile. I ~ ve seen
a Jot of greek shows turn ugly. I've
seen auditoriums almost destroyed.
They have a high degree of problems,"
he said.
Favors suggested that in the future the
coordinators of step shows make sure
all participating groups hav~ rece.ive~
guidelines for the show, and 1f an tnc1·
dent like what happe ned Saturday
occurs, move q~ickly to head off the
situation before 11 becomes any worse.
As University officials continue to
assess whal happened last weekend and
seek solutions for the problems, planning for the 1992 is ~ell u_nderway.
''We will be meeting with some student leaders and visiting residence halls

Dr. Steve A. Favors
"Students have got to be ·
more responsible for their
guests•
to try to get some feedback from students. We have a year to really plan
for the next homecoming.
''What we have to do now is to change
our thinking to be catastrophe-preventive, '' Favors said.
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What's Happening Here?

•

Kudos, indeed to the Howard community for
its exemplary behavior over this past
Homecoming weekend. Homecoming weekend
welcomes alumni and friends from all over the
nation to our campus communit; it is quite obvious that we spared no expense to make their time
here a memorabl e occassion. With all of the
in.cidents of the weekend, it is possible that
friends and guests lclt \VOndering \vhether or not
the students here were university-educated
adults or overgrown 'adolescents with alot more
maturity to be achieved before being takenen
seriously by anyone other than themselves.
Certainly not all of the occurences were in part
or in whole How4rd's fault: An activity as large
as Homecoming (attracts members of the immediate community as well as those of the larger
black college community, some of who;,, may be
welcome, some, perhaps not.
What is happening here goes far beyond bad
blood between the Howard community and the
local residents, it goes beyond intercollegiate

rivalry and any sort- of intra-collegiate, greek
animousity. What is happening here is that there
is a lack of self-control and a lack of maturity on
the part of the students as well as their guests.
The violent means by which petty arguments
and frustrations are vented does not demonstrate
the type of image we need to present to the larger
society, both black and white. The precarious
position in which Howard finds itself means that
we must preserve and protect the image of our
University. Howard cannot become a battleground for personal disputes between students or
non-students; it must become a mechanis1n for
solving and healing the problems that plague our
society.
Too much is at stake here, fur Howard and for
the black community, for us to mindless ly
engage in stupid violence of pride and ego.
What sort of leaders can 1ve be expected to be if
violence is the only thing 1ve perpetuate an1ongst
ourselves? We invite replies fron1 concerned
parties.

'
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New Future or Old History
The recent Middle East peace conference,
which brought Israel to the bargaining table with
' its Arab-neighbors - Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and
the Palestinians, is the beginning of a long and
arduous process that, in order to be successful ,
will overcome the history of the region to
achieve a true and understanding peace in the
Middle East. Sponsored by t'.ie United States
and the Soviet Union, and. engineered
by the
'
shuttle diplomacy of U. S. Secretary of State
James Baker, Ill , the peace conference ha s
brough~ together agendas that are in diametric
opposition to one another in order to, first , get
the parties talking to one another, sornething that
has not been done, a!Jd, second, to begin bilateral
talks betwe en Isiae l and the neighbors with
whic~ it has fought since its inception in 1947.
The Palestinians want their own independent
homeland on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
which was taken from them in order to create the
Israeli state and is occupied by Israeli troops.
Syria wants Israel to · return the Golan Heights.
. Lebanon wants Israel to rem9ve its troops from
Lebanese land. The issue for Arabs is the return
of land that \srael has occupied since the 1967
Arab-Israeli war. Mean1vhile, Israel has maintained that is is willing to exchange peace for
peace but is not willing to exchange land for
peace. It seems clear that the road to peace will
not be paved with yellow bricks.
On the side of peace, the region is running out
of money and so are the wealthy sponsors of the
•
the regional players. Here at home, the U. S.
does not have the money to send to Israel nor the
political will to sacrifice domestic needs for
Israel's Napoleonic complex. The Soviet Union
has little more than moral support to offer its
satellites and other wealthy Arab states have cut

back their donations amid the Gulf Crisis recovery and the decline in American oil imports due
to our recession. Peace is a financial necessity
as .further budget expenses on defence will cripple these precarious economies.
Amid the competing factors favoring peace or
favoring hostility, there is an interesting situation
that bodes well for peace in the region : the fact
that Israel holds all the cards and that they are
beholden to a US that wants peace. Israel is the
strongest nation in the region. The U. S. has
seen to it that Israel is the stronge st military
power in the regi'on, perhaps even stronger than
all of its Arab neighbors combined. And Israel
has all of the land: the Golan Heights, the West
Bank and the Gaza-Strip and the occupied
Lebanese territories . Israel has to give up land
for peace, while all the others gain land and
peace. What incentive does Israel have to be at
the table at all?
Enter the U. S. in the niidst of an election year
and an exhausted patience. With slower growth
on the horizon for the next several years, we will
not be able to protect Israel in the fashion to
which she ha s become accustomed.
Additionally, see ing as George Bush favors
international achievements over domestic initiatives pulling off a Middle East peace coup raises
his approval ratings as well as sets him up to be
able to say that his efforts to achieve peace in the
region will free resources to devote to domestic
concerns. The only way that peace will be
achieved is with U. S. pressure on Israel to return
land it has occupied beginning in 1967.
Everyone knows this, the peace conference gives
Israel time to come up with a way to act on this
knowledge in a manner that allows it to save as
much face as possible.

Doin' the Right Thing, Finally
It is amazing the political fallout that flow s
from seemingly distinct events. Presid ent
George Bush 'has done an absolute about face on ·
the Civil Rights Bill. The Senate passed it by a
vote of 93 to 5 (the three dissenting votes were
be republican senators), the House of
Representatives will ·undoubtedly pass it and
Bush will sign it into law. The whole operation
will run as smoothly as the presidential lirnousine. However amicable Bush seems to be
towards the bill now is hardly a reflection on
honest changes that were made in the language
of the bill, nor is it due to a change of heart of the
president. This change is purely political and
was engineered only to get Bush votes in 1992.
The Civil Rights Bill of 1991 seeks to include
many who have felt alienated and threatened by
the administration and by the rep_ublican party. It
reverses the 1989 Supreme Court decision in
Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Antonio, and
replaces the burden of proof from the employee
back on to the employer. This is clearly to the
benefit of blacks and minorities. It makes it easier for women to collect damages for intentional
discrimination, setting limits between the range
of $50,000 to $300,000. This measure clearly
panders to female voters. The administration, on
tbe cusp of an election year, and with George
Bush's approval ratings sinking, is trying to ride
the backlash of the Clarence Thomas and Anita

'

Hill proceeding to gain voters that it lost during
the process.
David Duke also weighs in the scenario.
While distancing itself from the former Ku Klux
Klan member, the administration, by vowing
support for the Civil Rights Bill, is seeking to
further solidify its support among the black community. David Duke is already enough of a drag
on the republican party, the turnaround by Bush
is in part a step away from the policies and race
issues voiced by Duke and his supporters.
The in1portant thing is that we are finally getting what we deserve as American citizens: full
protection and equality under the law. The Civil
Rights Bill restores the rights that were taken
a\vay from us by the Supreme Court. It also
gives Bush a political card to play at an opportune time to try to shore up his faltering support
among minorities and women, as well as silence
critics who blast his domestic policies. Perhaps
we did not get the Bill when we wanted it and
how we wanted it, but that's politics - the art of
~ompromrse. More than anything, though, it
should serve to remind us of our vulnerability at
the hands of a body of predominantly white
males - Congress - and it should bolster our
resolve to take responsibility for our rights and
wrench them from the hands of those who would
use it as so much political fodder to toss around
when convenience dictates.

1

Perspectives
For All of
NWA s
Niggers for
11
Life.
1

11

The origins of African value , culture,
philosophy, science, art and literature

are unique and beautiful. For black
Americans who suffered u11der slavery, the ideologies that were once
accepte d by the great Africans have
been st riped away and replaced by
other ideologies that do not allow
black Americans to grow as individuals.
The controversy surrounding the
'' NWA'' album Niggers For Life, produced by young male rappers, is that
the title se verely degr'ides black
Americans who are still trying to gain
acceptance in mainstream America.
The stereotype provided by not onlY,
the title of the album, but also the
lyrics in the songs, show black
Americans as childlike characters,
who steal and destroy property while
killing every black woman in sight.
These dehumanizing depictioris of
black Americans, especially the portrayal of black Amerjcan male s as
socially deviant, who are already seen
by American society as a social
threat, add more pain and insult to the

continuing problems of the black
American com munity soc ially and
politically everyday.
The term ''nigger'' is a derivation or
slan g word that is used to describe
black Americans, which has derogatory connotations. In its earliest usage
the word ''nigger'' referred to someone
who cou ld not do for hin1 or herself.
'
and someone who could
not produce
the basic societal facets for human
progress: food, shelter a'nd clothes. It
is amazing to see that anyo ne would
want to be referred to as a '' nigger for
life'' or as a soc ial misfit , when the
word refers to someone without the
ability: to control 011e's own actions.
Why' would anyone want to classify
him or herself as a nigger, when a nigger is someone who ''don 't even have
a po.t to urin ate into, and a window to
throw ii out?'' Although society has
often defined the black American as
nigger, now young black American
males attach themselves to this inferior label, rather than accepting their
natural identity as a beautiful, creative
race filled with pride. This pattJological problem is serious because young
black American males between the
ages of 12 and 20 listen to music that
is very degrading and vicious towards
women, referrin g to them as ''bitches'',
and soon encourages black males to
di sre spect women, even their own
mothers.
Black women are mothers of black

males, so black American men should
not refer to the women who gave birth
to them as '' bitches''. Referring to
our.selves as niggers and to black
women (mother earth) as ''bitches",
ultimately leads to self-hate and lack
of Jove for others. Resorting to these
terms of self-hate, eventually leads.to
self-destruction bv violence bv uosetting our mental balance and spiritual
harmony that are important to a strong

relationship with God . Only by hav-.
ing conviction in the great creator can
individuals within their hearts and
minds make logical and rational
choices between what is morally right
and what is totally wrong.
Blacks in America have always had
vision of world brotherhood based on
mutual respect and freedom from all
forms of oppression and exploitation.
The condition of the dying and dCcaying black American communities
comes from se lf-hate, violence and
self-destruction. Harmony in the
black community should help to establish respect and love for each other.
Rather than referring to ourselves, our
children, and our elders as ''niggers,"
we should drop this inferior term and
accept our place as one of pride and
soc ial status. Do you want to be a
'' nigger for life? ''
William Howard,
College of Arts a11d Sciences
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We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
THE -HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, Slaff, students and

alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opi nions.
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spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete with full address and
telephone number.
The opinions expressed on ihe Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board,
and do not neccessarily relfect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board or the
students.
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Lightening .t he Burden of the .Sisters on Campu~
Alejandro Bodipo-Memba
In light of the rece11t ''ci1cus'' on Capitol Hill, I believe there
needs to be some open discussion of a particular issue: sexual
harassment (no, not the Anita Hill -Clarence Thomas stuff).
Many peopl e have begun rethinking tl1eir views on what sexual
harassment entails. A lot of brothers and sisters can attest to
various incidents that have occurred in their lives that would
warrant some rethinki11g. For exa mple brothers, when we
asked lh?t ''dope honey'' for her number and in the process
mentioned your admiration for her rather large ''assets''.
Or, you stepped to another ''fl y girl'' and commented on how
the movement of her skirl resembles two puppies wrestling
under a blanket, and that yo u would like to get in on the fun!
These are just examples of many situations that women face,
when dealing with the opposi te sex. One un ique quality of
those situations is that both parties are in control (theoretically)
of their own space. If one chooses no to respond, that is their
decision. But what happens when the recipient is a child , and
the perpetrator is their father, uncle, or stranger?

••

Child molestation, incest, pedophilia, rape; these are all
''taboo'' subjects in Western Society, particularly in the black
Community. Today, I will try to explore these subjects, so
that we as adults (especially brothers) ca11 begin to understand
the type pf baggage many sisters bring to tl1e ''relationship
table." A lot of brothers J know, including myself, have often

This shocked me! I have to believe that I didn't believe this

stuff went on in our community. But to my dismay, I found
that it did and still does. These incidents take a hcav.y toll on

women, who try to establish good relationships with men .
Often times, women have not confronted the emotions that lie

beneath the surface for years. And when,faccd with situatio11s
that appear to make them vulnerable, those feelings tend to
overwhelm even the strongest women.
Now, I'm not a psychologist, but I think that if we as a peo-

H we, as black people,
confront these obstacles,
then we will be that much
closer to liberating ourselves and our community.

ple dealt with the problems in our community ''straight up'',
we would be better off. If we walk around as if evcrytl1i11g is
norm al, we are only fooling ourselves, but contributing to

our own destruction. There needs to be an outlet of some
kind (official or unofficial) for sisters who have suffered from
incest or chi ld molestation, just as we have outlets for drug
and alcohol abusers on campus. If we don '4 a large portion
of our FAMILY (Howard, D.C., and all oVe r) will always
haye a problem with men. Im agine if a siste r was molested
by her father as a young girl, grew up and n~v e r told anyone
about the incident. She then grows up and \attends college.
She meets a ''special '' brother; she likes him, he likes her.

wondered why some sisters who seem to have it ''goin' on''
start ''trippin ''' when they begin get.ting closer to us. 1 have
since learned that many sisters on Howard's ca1npus have been
sexually molested or abused by adults as children.

Then BOOM, her emotions come crashing down after a lifetime of being repressed, and begin to haunt both of them.
It's going t~<![fect the relationship one way or another. Now
what?
The reason I bring this up is to cast light on an issue that has
played an important role on how the sexes relate to each other.
If WE, as black people, confront these obstacles, then WE
will be that much closer to liberating ourselves and our community. I'm not here to point any fingers. I just want to let
people know that the problem is for real and we have to deal
with it. It is important to Jet sisters know that they are NOT
alone. There are sisters out there just like you, living in the
sa me hell that you are living through. As women, you are the
glue that helps keep our community together (it's a cliche, but
very often true). The fewer obstacles you have to face, the
more work we can do together to elevate ourselves and our
community. · Each one teach!
PEACE
Tl1e wriler is a junior political science major in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
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On Malcolm X Wares
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Malik S. Ali

ha ve them, and wear them proudly.
This is for those of you who wear
Malcolm and pimp him and pimp him
Warning! There are people wearing so well. Yes, thi s is for those of you
Malcolm X hats and shirts and they do who wear the X foolishly as a fad. But
not know who he is. Warning! 'fhere one day you will not wear Malcolm X
are people wearing Malcolm X hats· anymore, this is how I know. Will
and shirts and they do not know what you still love him , I mean the X not
the X is and think that Malcolm 's hair the ten? How can you wear an X on
was black. If you see these people you r head and not feel his wisdom? I
please find lhem help by giving the,m a think some of us do it in many way, is
book, or finding a brother or siste r i11 it like wearing a cross and not follow the nation or in Black NIA F.O R.C.E. ing the teaching of Jesus; or wearing a
or just tell them what you kno-w . 'fhese· noar star and not being a good Muslim,
people are dangerous to you and me, but Malcolm that not the say or is it
and yes, to themse lves, in whole , ou r onl y you know for sure
people.
I hear you brothers say I want to be
like Malcolm, with a 40 ounce in one
hand and a pork chop in the other
throw ing it at a sister 4nd calling her a
bitch. You v. ant to be like Malcolm so
)' OU say, I do think we would like to be
like Malcolm . I would like to ask
M-alcolm X or Malco lm Littl e.
Brother I k-now it is hard trying to be
righteous, it 's a hard road and it's 1101
always fun .
Sistc1 I ~ee you and talk to you and
yOll say I want a n1an like Mal colm.
With a hat and shirt and let 's not forget
that super miniskirt. I ask you which
Malcolm X or Little before or after but
Malik some of you would say you are
trying, This sentence needs to be clarified. It's a hard road to heaven and the
Some of you think that this is fun , it crooked road might seem like a short
is not. Kn owled ge of thi s man ca n cut , but it wil l lead you to hell. You
give you hope that yol! can make it in and I know that we are on this ea rth
life. Wisdom to use his life to build for, but a tear drop and that is not long,
and not fall victim to the pitfalls of tl1is but your soul ca n be in hell for ever.
life. Understanding of him will n1akc No matter what I say or what I write it
you a better person for yourself, your is yo ur choice . Cho ose much love
family, and children. Please read this brother!
and understa nd. I just had to write
you on this Malcolm X weari11g crazy.
Yes, I do have a Malcolm X hat and
Tl1e writer is a senior in the College
shirt so this is not to knock those who of Aris and Sciences.
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I hear you brothers
say 1 want to be like
Malcolm, with a 40
ounce in one hand
and a pork chop in
the other throwing
it at a sister a11d
calling her names.
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Omar Tyree

We Need
AfricanCentered
Education
Very important arguments over multi·
cultural curriculums in the public school
system stop mankind from making a
natural link to the so urce of all life,
Africa. A recent national announcement in newspapers an d maga zines
from coast to coast affirmed the seed of
all mankind began in Africa from a
black female entitled ''Eve." This fact
1 is already known by black scholars in
the fields of education as wel l as white
· ''authorities'' in history, biology, genetics, geography and in the masonry.
"Authorities'' are those individuals who
interpret and disseminate information
w.hich may be true, fal se, purposefully
incomplete or manipulated. Havin g
deceived and lied to th e world,
European "'authorities'' now fi ght to
maintain their false academic and his•

torical establishment over scholarship.
Educator and scholar, Dr. Leonard
Jefferies Jr. of City University of New
York (CUNY), was attacked, during
· the summer, by New York Newspapers
that tried to assert claims that his teachings were false and Anti-Semitic. The
New York Post went as far as to call him
''l 'he Nutty Professor," and other newspapers used such derogatory names. As
a resu lt, Jew ish radicals marched along
tl1c premises of Dr. Jefferies' home after
the 11cwspapers printed photos of hi s
h uu ~c Jr1d his address. This was not an
attat:k on Dr. Jefferies black peo ple,
this is an altack on African scholarship.
If you don ' t know what scholarship
means, look i1 up. The day for spoonfeeding is over.
Dr. JefferiCs addressed that rich Jews
and the Mafia conspired with white conservatives to '' destroy'' blacks in their
im age. ''They were las hing out in
defeat because of the decision made by
the school board on July 27, to adopt an
Afrocentric mode in curriculum," said
Dr. Jefferies of the accusations. "The
falseness of Europeans mus.t be realized.
They are trying to scare us so that we
don't look al this history." Blacks in
New York, Africa, a.round the country,
around th e world and recently in
Washington D.C., defended Dr. Jeffries
who chants ''Truth, crushed to earth,
will rise again stronger than before."
Dr. Jefferies also introduced a 50 week
program th at entai ls reading ·two or
th1ee li terary books with 10 related
\\'orks to dev elop an African-centered
education and perspective. Al the completion of the program, participants will
have read over 1,000 books with over
1,000 related works. But he warned
that '' you must be scholarly, a·nd make
su re yo ur information is correct,
because you wi ll be chal lenged by the
white establi shment." He added that
African-centered education is not to be

approached with arrogance, but with
humility in having knowledge. ''The
educational war has been raised by Asa
G. Hill ard, Molefi K. Asante, Frances
Cress, and many others.''
As it is, blacks do nol lea rn about
Diop, Karenga, Chaka, Hannibal ,
Mansa Mu sa, Sunni Ali, Askia
Muhammad,
Kwan1e Nkrumah ,
Marcus Garvey, Booker T. Washington,
Madame C.J. Walker, Sojourn Truth,
Berija mi n Banne ker,
Frederick
Douglass, Elijah Muhammad or
Malcolm X until they get to coll ege.
Some never learn about great Africans
and the many more who gave contributions and their Jives for our progression.
At the elementary school level, children learn about Martin Luther King Jr.,
Harriet Tubman , and Wa shingt on
Carver on ly in the month of February. It
is an injustice that the public school system tries to effectively outline the character of these great Africans within a
couple of paragraphs and some posters.
Therefore, we must do research ourselves and read about the human sttuggles of all the great Africans.
'' It's a Europea11 society that we live in
in America, and we have to know what
they know to survive." Wrong, everything they know was stolen ff.om us, but
we must read to find out about it. Such
thinking exhibits the brainwashing that
has been in st illed by the European s
within black n1ind s. The Bible was
written by black proehe!s, although it
has been tampered with, it remains one
of the most important books of
mankind. All tl1e Europeans did was
reprint it, and try to change it. Try the
''King James' Version'' for ~xample .
And how many of us know Hebrew in
order to tran slate what the original
scriptures said before they were stolen
and hidden by the Western World.
Presently, Jewish '' authorities'' in
Israe l and certain American ''authori-

ties" hide the dead sea scroll s which
encompass oth er anc ient script ures.
These ''authoriti es" are purposefull y
hiding information which may prove the
concepts and reli giou s principles of
Christianity and Judaism, were trulhful·
ly establishes by a11cient African peoples.
The time is now for us to break away
from miseducation. I1remember vividly, my fir st se mes ter at Howard
University when a teacher made a comment about ''back when we were in
caveman days." Unfortunately, I was
the only student who hit the ce iling.
This is miseducation, and ''cave men
day s'' should neve r be referred when
add ressing African people. That is a
teaching of European history. And this
is the type of slip which allows us to
ca ll "ALL'' teac her s ''GA1'EKEEPERS ." We must go around, through
and above teachers to get correct and
vital information no matter what the
subject. Time is running out black people, and if our teachers do not know,
then we must educate them. Not saying
that they do not know many things, but
let us ask ourselves, ''Who taught our
teachers?''
An African-centered education stems
further than what was told and done in
history. It extends to methodology,
ideology and world view. We have to
begin to teach like Africans, think like
African s and connect ourse lv es to
African people all around the world.
At this time, we can no longer afford to
se ll other blacks into slavery or ''sellout." We must be aga in like the great
Africans who built ''Afrika'', or whatever we choose (o call the motherland.
Africa has ~een referred to as Nubia,
Ctish, Kem~t, and many other names
during seve ral different periods in
ancient African History. The majority,
if not all the terms used meant, ''the land
of the black people.'' And Africans

established the principles of civil iz3tion
long befo re the inbreeding of other
races i11 Egypt. The great Cleopatra,
who we have been taught to respect so
much, actua ll y ruled during the
inbreeding and downfall of Egypt. This
is anoth er tr ap of trickery se t by
European teaching.
The A'frican-centered perspec tive is
one of wholistic spir ituality with the
creator, who is one, and present in all
things. African tribes use different
11an1es for the creator, ''chukwu'' (igbo
tribe), but have the same understanding. ''chukwu'' is in the rocks, the trees,
the earth , water, animals, and every
human . Within the African-centered
perspective people would be on with
''chukwu'' and with the purpose of living for not only mankind, but for every
thing that the creator has created. Like
when blacks catch the ''wholly ghost'',
they are becoming one in the spirituality of the creator, which is joyous.
But do you .know that a white n1aii
named Jan C. Smuts was falsely given
the credit for fir St forn1ulating the
''holistic'' principl e. Yes, he was the
first wl1itc man maybe, but this African
principle was established centuries
before some Jan C. Smuts. So watch
~hat you read in European dictionaries.
and encyclopediasi They all need to be ~
rewritten with the truth.
·
The Europ'ean p·rinciple is of nomenClature and elements. ls is of separation of class. It is of self purpose and not
wholistic purpose. The basic European
nature is of incompleteness. Complete
humans are African people, who possess the full range of human genes. In
fact, all races are a separate con1ponent
of the original Africans, who are whole.
Therefore blacks, whites, ye llows,
browns, a~d tans mu st return to wholistic Afric<1n pri11ciples in orde r to save
niankind fron1 a destructio11 based on
separatism a~d hierarchy. Only ''chukwu'' is superior.
And although we must think and practice again like Africans, this time we
must remain impenetrable. By impenetrable I mean strong n1inded with 110
room 'for compromise. We did such a

thing before, and became separate from
the truth of mankind. Their iS no compromise in a life or death situation, and
blacks whites, yellows, browns and tans
are dying by millions, all around the
world, from being taught separatist
·European principles.
Africans are an inclusive people,
Europeans are exclusive. They have
always used the ''divide and conquer''
concept which is divisive and separatist.
Remember, it was the Europeans who
se t light-skinned and dark-skinned
blacks against each other calling the
lighter more intelligent, after they had
ereated the "mulattoes'' through rape.
And for tho se of us who believe
whites and blacks mated freely, I present you with the facl that the majority
of misengenation (inbreeding) around
the world has been caused through the
conquest of one group over another.
We do not consciouS,ly choose to mate
with white people; such an event takes
place only after subconscious brainwashing that ''white is right." I say it
again, we need African centered education.
For those of us who are not yet scholars, I offer an introduction to the principle of European thievery. Analyze the
movie ''The Five Heartbeats," by Robert
Townsend. The black med ia has no
excuse for not promoting this non-controversial , pos itive and expressive
black film the way it should have been
promoted, on a large scale.
But we must und~r stan d that this
exce llent black produced film was
downgraded by the white media because
it showed the truth of black progression,
identity, and ideas being stolen in the
music industry by Europeans. This same
conce pt of theft can be connected to
eve rything else which was stolen from
wholistic African people. This movie is
a must see. And for all of us who read
this article and become scholars, we are
now targets of white ''authorities" who
will challenge us with the use of ''tricknology." "The key to life is to have
purpose and to live without fear." Man
shall fear no evil. "the truth will set you
free ."
d
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Referendum on assault
weapons gets thumbs-up
By Tamara Holmes

Hilltop Staff Writer

More than 400 people have been slain
in the District of Columbia this year.
Residents in the District voted over·
whelmingly in favor of a measure that
will make assau lt-weapon merchants
and manufacturers liable for any injuries
or deaths that occur as a result of the use
of illegal handguns. Unofficial results
show 40, 196 voters support the measure
while only 11 ,692 oppose it.
,
Referendum 006's supporters hope that
merchar ; will refuse to sel l their
weapon
D.C. res idents for fear of
being hel ..... ccountablc for city violence.
However, the practicality of the referer 'um is in question as many people
dc,,ate whether it will actually make a
' difference
in the city's soaring murder
rate.
Dr. Ronald Walters, a political analyst
and chairman of Howard's political science department, said, '' I am very much
in favor of J,lcferendum 006. We can
only hope that it will cut down on the
number of guns that are in the streets."
Walters added that he believes the real istic effecls of the referendum will be
different from the ideolog ical ones.
''Realistically, warfare in the -streets is
driven by drug commerce," Walters said.
''There arc already laws against murder,
and that has not worked. The question of
holding a gun -se ller responsible for the
damage done by his guns wil l not diminish the supply."

b 7 .... _... 191; u ... 11e1s
. Hilltop Staff Writer
•

Rev. Jesse Jackson has launched a campaign to build a new democratic majority
in 1992. The former democratic presidential hopeful began the campaign
Saturday at a press conference in the
Potomac Gardens, a few blocks from

Capitol Hill.
After weeks of questions concerning
his political intent for 1992, the D. C.
Shadow Senator made public his plans
not to run for the presidency. In a politically-oriented speech, he focused on
domestic problems such as unemployment, poverty, the lack of quality health
care and homelessness.
.. ''I stand here today to get the nation 's
attention. I want to conlinue to put light
in dark places, bring heat into cold
places," Jackson said. ''I have struggled
with the question of how best to serve
the people of America - from the 7
million people who voted their hopes in
1988, to those who rely on the Rainbow
and its broad and inclusive vision for
America."

Walters said that although he is one of
many who can hope for the best, as long
as there is an illicit trade of weapons, it
will be possible for people to get guns.
''The referendum is symbo lically
important. There is a na1ional sympathy
for the damage these guns create. With
the referendum's enactment in D.C., it
could help to change gun laws on the
natiOnal level," Walters said.
The National Rifle Association (NRA)
does not share Walter's support for
Referendum 006, and has lobb ied extensively against it.
Richard R. Atkinson, a board member
for the NRA said th at the referendum
will have no imi)'acl on the crime in D.C.
''This referend,um is o'nly dealing With
guns thlt are sold legally in the District
of Columbia. The guns that are responsi·
ble for the murders and the crime are
sold illegally. That trade will just contin·
ue, " Atkinson said.
Atkinson , a psychiatrist and socia l
worker, said that the referen.du.m is a
doomed approach to stopping crime.
''No one has found a way to reverse
criminology," Atkinson said. ''All of
these people claim to fight crime.
However, how many of them actually
come up with a way lo get the criminals off of the streets? Everyone who
'thinks that this referendum will help, is
focusing on the unreal, rather than th e
real ."
~
Also, according to Atkinson, the new
referendum infringes upon the natural
rights of D.C. residents.

The two-tin1 e presidential contende r
cited the costs to his family and a need to
expand the political process as reasons
for his decision not to run . He also used
the occasion to make a statement about
the Democratic and Republican P.arties.
''Too often the parties becon1e alter
egos and not alternatives. They appear
too close to one anot her and too far from
' majority. There has been too much
the
of any unholy alliance between the two
parties, leaving the electorate with two
names but one party," he said. ''George
Bush should be and must be beaten an he
will be beaten by Democrats if they
speak authentically for the new democratic majority."
Jackson outlined a standard by which
he would measu re those deciding to seek
the nomination and ultimately run for
president.
''I will not seek the nomination for the
Democratic Party, but rather build the
infrastructure for a new independent
Democratic majority and work to establish a standard by which we measure the

worth of candidates for the people's support'' he said.

•

''If you took a poll, 80 percent of those
asked would say they should have the
right to protect themselves," Atkinson
said. ''What people don 't seem to realize, is that protection is being taken
away from law -abiding citizens when
criminals are still participating in the
same type of behavior as before."
Atkinson also questioned the practicality of the referendum since most guns
are made outside of the United States.
''No guns are made in Washingtop,"
Atki nson added. ''Most are manufactured outside of this country. If this referendum is enforced, the D.C. gove·rnment would be meddling outside of their
jurisdiction. This referendum will just
help D.C. continue to be the laughingstock of the country."
Support for the referendum has been
seen most strongly in the city's churches.
Many local ministers have rallied to support Referendum 006 under the leadership of Dr. H. Beecher Hicks,Jr. the pastor of Metropolitan Baptist Church, 1225
R St. NW, who lead a ntajor campaign to
garner support for the measure.
Tuesday 's vo,le ends a year- long debate
of the gun iss ue . The law was first
approved by the D.C. council last
December, but counci l members later
opposed it when Mayor Sharon Pratt
Dixon urged them to do so, sayi ng that
opposition to the law in Congress would
prevent the District from receiving more
federal money, which i! desperate ly
needed.

Ajay Harton, a junior majoring in education, wants to see a
difference in the self-esteem of children, especiall y our children.
''I want children to feel good about what they have done
and what they can do.'· I want them to know they don't have
to accept what people tell them and that they can critically
analyze for thel1'lselves," he said.
Although she has good intentions, Harton is sometimes set
back. She attempts to accept people's differences not as

Community Profile
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A Summar.y of "The Ten Commitments"

Jackson

1. Campaign for D.C. Statehood U.S. Senate
2. Register a million new voters, end unfair voter purges
3. Abolish state right-to-work laws
4. Campaign for equal rights for women
'
5. Investment of military savings in a dornesticeconomy
6. Push for a comprehensive GI Bill
'
7. Campaign for national health care .
8. Campaign for clean up of the environment
9. Campaign for affordable housing
1O. Campaign for equal funding in education

According to Jackso n, the Rainbow
Coalition, which he heads, will be campaigning on ''Ten Commitments," id he
feels his efforts in the past 10 run for the
top office have not been in vain. Earlier
in the week, he held a press conference

more the they related to her.
Harton found herself emphasizing equality frequently to the
children. She would stress the fact that even though they are
all different, no one is better than anyone else. She would
say, ''.Everyone is special, but no one is more specia l than
anyone else." She would emphasized equality because the
children would criticize each other on innate characteristics.
Placing her emphasis on children, Harton goes to elementary schools to talk on the subje·ct community service.
Although the ages of the students are from five to 12, Harton
fee ls it is never to late or to early to give back.
When volunteeri ng at the Mother Dear's Com munity
Center, Harton produces and monitors the c~n t e n ts of
Thanksgiving baskets for families who need additional food

for black-oriented publications and radio
stations, where he laid out his options in
1992 and continued his ongoing campaign for D.C. statehood.

"D.C. statehood is for all, not just for
residents of D.C," he told members of

because then I'll be dead."
Curious by the young ,boy's comments, Harton asked him
what he d,id when he hustled. The boy said he never did , but
added that he had seen a gun before. Harton was left with the
impression that killing people was one of the many duties
that fell under hustling.
Not wanting the boy to resort to hustling, Harton gave him
jobs to do. ''He needed attenJion; he needed to be the boss of
himself, not other people being the boss of him," Harton said
Although there were other instances that were unusual to
her.,.Harlonsaid that the more she related to the child ren, the

.

- .
~

Party.

In his 1988 presidential ca mpaign,
Jackson again sought the Democratic
nomination. According to Jackson, his
campaign opened the doors for other
black politicians.
''I won the state of Virginia primary in
1988, which made it easier for Doug
Wilder to be elected governor in 1989,"
Jackson said. "I won the state of New
York in 1988, which made it easier for
David Dinkins to be elected mayor in
1989."
Jackson said that when he ran"for the
presidency, he won both times. Although
he didn't win the nomination , be
the black press.
increased voter awareness and interest.
Jackson noted that the Senate needed: Jackson counts those as victories in
one vote to overturn President George themselves.
Bush's veto of the Civil Rights Bill of '
Tamara Holmes contributed to this
1990. He said that if Washington D.C.
had been granted statehood, his senatori- story.

dents' views on service and community involvement as·well as their interest in establishing a course for undergraduate students.
Results will beincluded in a proposal to be submitted to the Board of Trustees. Completed surveys should be turned into Room
102 in the Armour J. Blackburn Center. Questions or concerns should be directed to Talib Karim or Maria Pinkston in the HUSA
office at 202-806-?00?noos.

Community Outreach Survey
Please circle your classlflcatlon: freshman

sophomqre

junior

senior

1. How Important Is community lnvol\ 1-:··n ent to you? (circle one)
Very imponant tmponant Not very imponant Could care less
2. How reSponslble do you feel lowards assisting Blacks In the Washington, D.C. area while you study at HoWard?
·
(circle one)
Very responsible
Somewhat responsible A little responsible Not responsible in the least

3. In what type of community oriented programs have you ever partlcl~ted? (check an that apply)
work in a soup kitchen _ donate clothes _ contribute money __you1h development

During Christmas Harton distributes food baskets for the
center to needed families. She also plans parties for children . She does this in order to ensure that the children will
have a more pleasant holiday.
Although introduced to Mother Dear 's Community Center
through her past interaction with Ladies of the Quad, Harton
has continued-to participate in programs sponsored by the
center.
She worked in the center's soup kitchen and tutors children
after school.
Through working with the center, Harton has developed
persona,! ties with the coordinator of the center, who not only
invites her to service projects, but holid ay retreats to her
home.
There are times when Harton thinks about the end result of
many of the children she interacts with in schools and day
care centers. ''I wonder which ones are going to be able to
get out the cycle," she said.
As a concluding thought, Harton added, '' If each student
gave one hour per week to children, the positive impact
would be so great, we would not h3.ve to worry about drug
abuse or teenage pregnancy. Just something to think about,"
she said.
·

_

other (please describe): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. oo you feel work In and tor the com~unlty Is a .. servl~e·• or '' res~nslbllty?.. (check one)
Community service _ Commur1ty respons1bity
5. If commui11ty outreach became required for graduation would you:
_complain abou1 too many creditS _ do it because it's a must _loo.k forward to being a positive role model for
youth
_immediately volunteer yourself _other (please describe):. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. With which type of voluntHr programs would you be. wllll~g t~ help? (ch~ all that apply)
_Caring for border babies _ Tutoring _ Voluntee.nng with Big Brother~B1g Sister program
Organlzing weekend field trips for area youth _ Donating funds to community outreach programs
Working on HUSA Community Outreach projects _ Assisting with public refations
_ Other (please describe) :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Are you interested in Community Outreach? If so, let us know who you are ...

Name:'- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

-'-'"- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

PhoncNo:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

QYESI I want to work NOW!!!

..
'

al vote would have been the deciding
factor.
Jackson first ran for president in 1984.
He considers that campaign to have been
victorious because he inspired 2 millio11;
new registered voters for the Democratic

Edilor's Note: The Howard University Stu~ent Association Community Outreach Program and the Undergraduate Student
Assembly are polling students who would be interested in a course for communiuty service. This survey attempts to assess stu-

-

obstacles, but as part of the territory.
''We can't just jump in from where we are and saY , 'I
wanna help.' There are differences between peop le that
should be considered," she said.
Harton is referring to a time when she was working at the
Young Man 's Club of America summer day camp. She says
that some of the kids would say that she talked funny, dressed
weird and that her hair was soft.
The honor student recalled a nine-year-old boy, who would
constantly say, "I'm not. going to be a hustler like my cousin,

'

\I

Rodney Corry was one of those who voiced his concerns on Referendum 006 by voting.

Future teacher takes time
for a younger generation
By Dakota Ramseur
Hilltop Staff Writer
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omalia remains without central overnment
By Shawnee Smith

Hilltop Staff Writer

After almost 30 years of independence,
Somalia is in a state of anarchy, a ''total
collapse of central authority'', according

to Gen. Mohamed Ali Abokor, the only
Somalian diploma! left in the United
States.
Almost 11 months

•

~go,

Somalia

plunged itse lf into civil war with the
overthrow of the country's president,
Mohamed Siad Barre. In power since
1969, several Somali rebel forces; the
United Somali Congress (USC), the
Somalia National Movement (SNM),

Somalia Salvation Democratic Front
(SSDF), and the Somalia Patr iotic
Movement (SPM), united against
Barre's dictatorship. The factions felt
Barre's govemment·neglected the northern region's needs.

The rebel forces began with the central
g'oal of ridding the nation of a tyrannical
leader and democratically electing a new
g0Vernn1ent. After Barre 's defeat, however, the USC forn1ed a g0Vernn1ent in
the northern section of Somalia, alienating the other participating forces.
The SNM refused to support the
USC's provisional government and
seceded in July under the direction of
the organization's leader, Adburahman
Ahmed Ali, and formed the Som al iland
Republic. The USC threw the other two
factions, the SSDF and the SPM, out of
the capital, Mogadishu, causing them to
flee to southern Somalia. The
Somaliland Republic remains at war
with the USC.
''So malia 's situation is similar to
Yugoslavia's," said Dr. Robert
Cummings, a professor in the African
st udies department. "The people in the

SOMALI REFUGEE DISPERSAL
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north want ~o separate from those in the
south, because they haven't been getting,,.
the same opportunities to move up the
social ladder. They're crying for their
freedom," Cummings said.
Presently, there is no real leadership.
Barre, after witnessing the fall of his
government in January, has fled the capital to prevent being captured by the
rebels.
The United States and the Soviet
Union have stopped financial support to
J;3arre because he has been unsuccessful
ih controlling Somalia and its army.
But according to Dr. Nzongola-Ntalaja,
another professor in the African studies
department, the United States is not
helping. ,
''The U.S. has pulled ·out because of
the changes in the Soviet Union," he
said.
'
As a result, Son1alia has been ''cut off'
from the rest of the world. ''Since Africa
is not supporting Somalia, the rest of the
world won 't either," Nzongola-Ntalaja
said.
As Somaliland fights to be recog·
nized, the United Somali Congress
str~gg le s to gain control.
''The
prospect of Somaliland gaining recognition appears nill right now,"
Nzongola-Ntalaja said.
''This is the worse time in our 30 years
of government," said Gen. Abokor.
According to Abdi Jama, the former
acting ambassador for the Somali
Embassy, the fighting has devastated the
country.
''The destruction by the rebel factions
in nine months has been far greater than
Siad Barre has caused in the last 30
years ... it 's a massacre of innocent people," Jama said.
Amaela Wiley contributed to tl1is story.
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CIVIL WAR HAS LEFT THE FIELDS EMPTY LEAVING MOST OF SOMALIA WITHOUT FOOD.
1

Additional aid requested for Africa .
Aid from page A1

''First, we would make better use of our
people and our operating expenses, secondly we must improve financial
accountability and lastly we must do a
better job of reporting the results to
Congress," Spangler said.
After all the testimony had been J1eard,
the Appropriations Committee reported
that despite the billions of dollars in aid
from the United States and other international donors, Africa is still at a disadvantage.
''The 1990s must be different; we must
be effective in helping Africa," said S~n.
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., chairman of t'he
appropriations subcommittee.
Congress has yet to put the stamp of
approval on a bill to furt~t;;r these con-

cerns.
TransAfrica, an interest group dedicated
to promoting more progressive American
foreign policy toward Africa, has been
vocal in requesting increased aid.
Randii:ll Robinson, executive director of
1·ransAfrica, has asked the subcommittee
to support an overall increase in aid to
Africa by $1 billion. But Robinson asked
to cease giving $50 million in aid to
Kenya , Zaire and Malawi because
TransAfrica already funds those coun- ti'ies.
Robinson also asked that Congress reallocate those monies to countries that are
trying to do the best they can with limited
resources. A decision ha s yet been
reached.

The Congressional subcomn1ittee has
been i11strumental in South Africa receiving $21 million dollars in support of of
elementary, secondary and higher education.
Nevertheless, the subcommittee posed a
frequently debated question: "Could we
give more assistance a11d go further in
education,in South .Africa rather tba11
bringing stutlents here to the United
States?''
Fifty percent of the scholarship money
will be allocated for education in the
United States and the other 50 percent
will go toward education in South Africa.
The subcommittee helped pass Senate
Resolution 115, which called for assistance for Somalia.

Excerpts from Axioms of Kwame Nkrumah
''The secret of life is to have no fear."
- Foreword

On African Unity:
''If we do not formulate plans for unity
and take active steps to form political
union, we will soon be fighting and warring among ourselves with the imperialist and colonialists standing behind the
screen and pulling vicious wires, to
make us cut each other's throats for the
sake of their diabolical purposes in
Africa.''
''Divided we are weak: united, Africa
could become one of the greatest forces
for good in the world."
''We have to prove that greatness is not
to be measured in stock·-piles of atom
bombs. I believe strongly and sincerely
that with the deep-rooted wisdom and
dignity, the innate respect for human
lives, the intense humanity that is our heritage, the African race, united under one
feral government, will emerge not as just
another world bloc to flaunt its wealth
and strength, but as a Great Power whose
greatness is indestructible because it is
built not on fear, envy and suspicion, nor
won at the expense of others, but founded
on hope, trust, friendship and directed to
the good of all mankind."

On Black Power:
'' Black Power gives the AfricanAmerican an entirely new dimension. It
is a vanguard movement of black people, but it opens the way for all
oppressed peoples."
''What is Black Power? By Black
Power we mean the power of the fourfifths of the world which has been systematically damned into a state of undevelopment by colonialism and
neo-colonialism. In other words, Black
Power is the sum total of the economic,
cultural and political power which the
black man must have in order to achieve
his survival in a highly developed technical society, colonialism, neo-colonialism and fascism."
''Black Power epitomises a new stage of
revolutionary consciousness of the yearn·
ing and aspiration of the black man ."

'' Real black freedom will only come
when Africa is politically united. It is
only then that the black man will be free
to breathe the air of freedom, which is
his to breathe, in any part of the world."

On Capitalis'm:
''The philosophy of European capitalism in the colonies is that colonial subjects should labor under any foreign
government, with uncomplaining satisfact ion. They are supposedly, ''incapable'' of developing the resources of
their own co untry, and are taught to
labour and appreciate European manufactured goods, so as to become ''good''
customers.''
''Capital ism is a development by
refinement from feudalism, just as feudalism is a development by refinement
froin slavery."
''Capitalism contains many paradoxes,
all of them based on the concept of the
commodity production: the few rich and
many poor; poverty and hunger amid
super abundance; ''freedom from
hunger'' campaigns and subsidies for
restriction of crop output. But perhaps
the most ludicrous is the constant traffic
in the same kinds of goods, products and
commodities between countries.
Everyone is busy, as it were, taking in
each others laundry."

and to allow their independence and
freedom to be sold on the altar of international politics.''

On Co-existence:
''EAST or West, if we are to pursue the
true interests of the masses of the world
this will not only put a stop to war and
liquidate colonialism but will end all
forms of exploitation and oppression of
man by man and of nation by nation,
resulting in peaceful co-existence, and
the prosperity and happiness of
mankind."

On People:
''The people are the makers of history .
and it is they who, in the final analysis,
win or lose wars.''
'' In a revolutionary situation it is a
crime against the people to forgive those
who have betrayed them."
''There is one power which no force of
arms can overcome, and that. power is
the enthusiasm and determination of a
whole people''
''Do we mobilise and rely on the people in the struggle against imperialism in
all its forms, or do we relegate the role
of the mass of people to a secondary
place in this struggle? I say that only the
mass of the people can ensure victory in
our struggle."

On Balk3nisation:
On Women:
"The political situation in Africa today
is heartening and at the same time disturbing. It is· heartening to sec sp many
new flags hoisted in place of the old; it is
disturbing to see so many countries of
varying sizes and at different levels of
development, weak, and in some cases,
almost helpless. If this terrible state of
fragmentation is allowed to continue it
may,be disastrous for us all ."
'' B31kanisation is the major instrument
of neo-colonialism and will be found
wherever neo-colonialism is practised ...
''The African nations, having learnt
their,lessons from the past, are no longer
prepared to be pawns to foreign nations

''The degree of a country's revolutionary awareness may be measured by the
political tnaturity of its women."
On Unitary Government:

''ALL provincial and tribal differences
should be broken down completely. By
operating on tribal differences and .colonial provincialism, the colonial powers'
age-long policy of ''divide and rule'' has
be,en enhanced, while the co lonial
national independence movement has
been obstructed and bamboozled."

-compiled by Shawnee Smith .

•
••

Liberia
Fi ghting has er upted again between
forces Joyal to rebel leader Charles
Taylor, and those Joyal to lhe_)aie president Samuel Doe. The peace conference
scheduled to be held in the Ivory Coast
early next week is in jeopardy.
Meanwhile , interim president Dr.
Amos Sawyer and some permanent
Liberians living at home and abroad
have asked the United States and other
permanent members of the Unittd
Nations to intervene in the civil unrest so
as to bring about lasting Peace and sta:~
bility in the West African country. ~

Madagascar
After months of riots and unrest in this
island nation, things are getting back to
normal with opposition groups and the
government meeting to work out some
of their differences.
Zimbabwe
Students at Harare University held a
protest march and riots in the capital of
Harare in protest to the government of
President Muga6'e. About 200 students
were arrested when the police fired tear
gas at the un'iversity.
Mozambique
Mozambique government and rebels
have agreed to a set of mutual guarantees
· as a basis for negotiating an end to the 15
year civil war that has claimed 1 million
lives.
I ·
The agreement which was signed in
Rome between the government and the
largest rebel group, Mozambique
National Resistance (RENAMO)
includes a cease-fire, a new electoral
law, the legalization of po liti ca~ parties
and the integration of rebels into the
armed forces.

Ethiopia
Ethnic and regional ter1sions have
flared into violence across the country
since the civil war ended. Many
observers believe that regional differences have been intensified because of
the new Ethiopia National Charter that
formally encourages the country's multiple nationalities to express their political
aspirations.
Ethiopia 's new president.' Meles
Yenewi has called on all ethnic groups
and Ethiopians living at home and
abroad to come together for the building
of a new and democratic nation.
Zaire

In a move that angered many diplomats and international governments as

well as J1is opposi tion , Zaire President and one of Africa's legendary figures,
Mobutu Scsc Sekou swo re in his own Kenneth Kuanda was defeated in
gover11menl and named MUngul Diaka as Zambia 'S first multi-party election held
the new Prin1e Minister. Jn a statement last Fridlty.
Hi s opponent in the election, Mr.
to the press and people of Zaire, Mobutu
said that as president, he had the legiti- Frederick Chiluba, a trade unionist capn1ate right and power to dismiss any tured 8li7"o of the vote for president. In
govcrnn1ent officials whose works are separate ~alloting for the 150- seat legis,incompatible with those of his govern- lature, Chiluba 's opposition· Movement
'ment. He went on to say that the new for Multi-party Democracy (MMD) won
Prime Minister Mungul Diaka represents 90o/o of the votes.
The el~ction was monitored by intema-·
both the opposition and supporters of
tional otiservers including former U.S.
Mobutu .
Meanwhile, Zaire opposition, lead by Presiderlt Jimmy Carte. As Africans
the Prime Minister designated by the fight fo~<aemocracy, Zambia's multimajority of Zarian citizens Etienne · party election represents a new and pow·
Tshisekedi has called on Zaire's army to erful .chahge to single party rule in other
break with the regin1e of President African ilations.
In his Speech to supporters, Chiluba
Mobutu and support their new alternapromised to liberalize the economy,
tive government.
respect ~ights to free expression and
~ Tshisekedi also called on foreign governments, particularly the United States, assemblY,. He also said that the era of
Belgium, Britain and France not to rec- ·dictators,! hypocrisy, corruption, human
abuse an4 lies is over.
ognize Oiaka administration.
Meanwhile, former president Kuanda
Jn Wa shington , National Security
Advisor, Brent Scowcroft and some appeared on national television in
members of Congress se nt a letter to Zambia tO congratulate his bppc,ihent and
President Bush, urging him to become accepted )bis defeat. Unlike leaders in
more involved because of the deteriorat- other African countries like Liberia,
ing situation in Zaire. Mr. Scrowcroft Somalia~ Ethiopia and Zaire, who
to respond to the wishes Of it's
said that if nothing is done immediately refused
.
.
'
to bring about peace in Zaire, that coun- c1ttzens.
try could collapse into the kind ofblopdNigeria!
shed and anarchy that occurred in'
Liberia and Somalia.
Fighting between groups of Muslims
and Christians in the Northern Nigerian
South Africa
city of Kano has claimed more than 200
Weeks after major Political, church, Jives and caused millions of dollars in
busine ss and labor groups signed a damages. Thousands of Kano residents
''national peace accord'', more than 200 sought refuge at nearby police headquarpeople have died while various parties ters as fig~ting continues.
The military government of President
wrangled over who would sit on a
''peace secretariat'' in charge. of impl.e· Ibrahim Babangida has imposed a dusk
menting the accord and a special Jud1c1al to dawn curfew in the city of Kano and
Commission empowered to investigate ordered sCcurity forces to shoot on sight
anyone who disobeys. Gen. Babangida
the causes of the violence.
Hit and run attack by mysterious gun- cut short his visit to Zimbabwe where he
men occur almost daily against com- was attehding the Commonwealth
muter trains and taxi s bringing black Summit.
Accordiqg to the BBC and internationworkers into Johannesburg from the sural journalists, the violence was said to
rounding townships.
.
lnternationaL journalists believe that t\ave started when Muslims charged that
the continuous rivalry between the Christian fundamentalists drove around
African National Congress (ANC) and Muslim neighborhoods in convoys with
the Jnkatha party is the main source of loud speakers urging people to attend an
open air religious reviv~l to be held by a
violence.
~
Meanwhile, President Frederic f'!· De German preacher, the Rev. Reinhard
Klerk is to set up a process that will lead Bonnkc.
Muslims were said to be angry because
to electi on of a constituent assembly.
The assen1bly would draw up a nonracial the government had previously denied
constitution for this nation of 33 million requests for Kano residents to hold a
blacks and 4.5 million whites along with South African Imam Ahmed Deedat and
Louis Farrakhan of the Nation Of Islam.
· other ethnic groups.
This se00nd outbreak of religious vioDe Klerk has repeatedly rejected proposal~ for a co.nstitu.ent assembly and for lence in Nigeria thi~ear. The first took
forming an 1nter1m government to place in A:pril in tlle state of Bauichi
where it es(imated that ati east 100 and at
' replace his own.
most 500 people died.
I
Zambia,

t.i

-compiled

After 27 years as president of Zambia
'
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GO HOME THIS HOLIDAY FOR
LESS THAN THE. COST OF YOUR
.
TEXTBOOKS I

Attention
Premedical Students

,

The Howard University
College of Medicine
will sponsor a

•

BREAKFAST PROG

j

1"101"1 • Sp>P ROUl'ID 1'.RIPS TO l'IEW YORK CITY
•

/or

DAILY NON-STOP' TRIP'S FROM WASHINGTON• .
DC TO MADISON SQUARE GARDEN IN NEW
YORK CITY FROM 11/26 • 27/91 & 12/1/91 •

Howard University Premedical Students
•

on
'

BUSES WIL\, DEl"AKT 4TH & COLLEGE STS.
AT 5:00 PM FROM 11/26 • 27/91 & 12:30PM
ON 12/1/91.

•'

1

Saturday, November 23, 1991
9:00 a.m. · 12 noon

BUSES WILL DEPART MADISON SQUARE
GARDEN AND RETURN TO WASHINGTON. DC
AT 10:00 l"M FROM 11/26 • 27/91 & 5:301"M
ON 12/1/91.

in the
'

.
•

I

Howard
University Hospital
I
Cafeteria and Auditorium
·
,

•

FOK MORE INFO. CALL:

'

Please preregister at the Center for Preprofessional Education, Founders Library, Room 336
Phone: 806-7232

HENDERSON BUS SERVICE
(202) 399-5280

by

Thursday, November 21, 1991

•

\

•
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[HOWARD UNIVERSITY

HOWARD PLAZA TOWERS
HOWARD PLAZA TOWERS

i'

I

Is designed to meet the needs of faculty, staff,

g ~ adua~e, undergraduate, and families that are members of
t~e Howard University Community.

Howard Plaza Towers is the perfect place if you enjoy
tranquility, ~ omfort, convenience and community livlng
within an academic environment.
Save time and t ~a nsportation costs and discover for
yourself how convenient Howard Plaza TOwers campus living
can be.
Just walk across the street to class, or take the
shuttle bus from campus to campus.

,

Howard Plaza Towers is owned by Howard University and
unit prices are competitive with other universities, and
apartment complexes in the Metropolitan area.
All utilities
are included.
~ive close and love your education.

"

•

•

Type of
Unit

Efficiency
One Bedroom
Double S tudio
Two Bedroom

)
Howard University BookStore
•

Cramton Box Office
Blackburn Center Ground f1oor

T\.(:

Discount

{Oeorgla Ave. In the Wonder Plaza)

Ida's Idea

Per !Jn it

People

$590
$705
$ 7 8,0
$870
· $1,145

Three
People

N/A
N/A
N/A

$295
$353
$390
$435
$573

\

$290
$382

Four

People
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
$286 .
•

•
For further information, visit the receptionist desk in
the West Tower· at 2251 Sherman Ave., NW Washington, DC,
20001 or ca 11 (202·)._ 797-7148.

Managed by Shannon ! & ~u~h:
. Property Management D1v1s1on
Larry A. Frelow, P ' operty Manager

I

•

Two

~1

(!'1ondays. Wednesdays, and rrtdays from 11 to lpm)

•

three Bedroom

Cost

l

(In the Howard Inn)

Miya Gallery {410 r.1g111 St. n.w.i
Howard University campus Store
(lllackllurn Center)

•

2251 Sherm nAvenue, N.W., Rm#P·l2 , Washington, O.C. 20001

(202) 797-7 148

Blue l'llle

(2626 Oeorgta Ave. n.W.)
Stwinnon&Luchs

Hetep f'oodStore
D.C.

(2629 Oeorgla Ave. n.w.)

Art/Works

(410 6th St.

Ptop1c tyManagement
Ofdo<:•!fd 10 ~I(~

n.W.)

,
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By Monica Colclough
Hi II top Staff Reporte r
Photos by
Michael Harris
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TOMMY DAVIDSON: "I had the ability to say the right thing at the right time and make people laugh. I was a substitute teacher's nightmare.•

'

Branching out
and
•
moving up,
Tommy
Davidson
•

•

IS

•

e came in laughing and joking, but he
wasn't the Tommy Davidson I was used to.
First of all, he had on a suit, which was nice, but
quite unexpected-at least for me. Not that
Tommy Davidson can't wear suits, but it 's just
so, you know, ''un-homeboyish."
Deciding to chalk up my surprise as just ''one of
those things'', I realized that despite my expectations for a ''fun interview'', I had to be professional. I pulled out m.Y mini-cassette tape
recorder and said, ''I just want to let you know
that I'm about ·to tum this on when I start interviewing you."
He smiled devilishly and laughed. "That 's
fine," he said, ''cause I have mine, too. " He
reached into his coat pocket and revealed a mini
cassette player (as if he carried one around all the
time). Having brought the other reporters to
uncontrollable giggles, Davidson set the machine
on the table and pressed ''record."
Now, I thought. That was more like it.

H

Nevertheless, · it was clear · he wasn't in In

Living Color mode. No impersonations of Spike
Lee or Sugar Ray Leonard ,here. This interview
clearly revealed a different Davidson - no jokes,
just straight talk.
Hailing from Silver Spring, Md., Davidson got
his comedy start in a topless nightclub bar in
Washington, D.C..
''That first night was incredib le," Davidson
recalled. '' It was my first try at making a real
audience laugh, and even I had fun!''
And since then, his career has skyrocketed. But
although Davidson was named one of the ''Rising
Stars of Comedy'' by Rolling Stone in April
1990, he admited that he never aspired to be a
comedian.
'Clo
'' I was a class clown," he reminisced. '' I had
the ability to say the right thing at the right time
and make people laugh. I was a substitute teacher's nightmare, but I was eve1ybody's relief in
detention.''

Now far out of ttie classroom and seated in reality, Davidson is involved in stand-up comedy,
television and, J ith his recent role in Strictly
Business, motioh pictures. But whatever he
does, Davidson said ''stand-up is a1ways going to
be a part of my c~ree r." His favorite present-day
comedians include Sinbad, George Wallace and
Damon Wayans, brother of comedian Keenan
Ivory Waynans, crfator of In Living Color.
''Keenan and I ?Iiet when I went out to L.A. a1 a
comedy club," Davidson explained. '' I guess he
remembered me, 1because three years later he
asked me to come~nd audition for the show."
''I love being o In Living Color," he said.
''What you see is hat you get. You see us having
fun on the show arid we do have fun.
Davidson said He will continue to be on the
show ''as long as its funny and as long as they
want me," but it won ' t stop him from being
Please see Rising, age B3

•

•

Davidson keeps
'em laughing
in "Business"
By Monica Colclough
Hilltop Staff Writer
ith a number of black movies on
the market, ''Strictly Business''
stands out in the crowd with its
refreshing apd optimistic point of view.
Featuring co median/a ctor Tommy
Davidson of '' In Living Color''
fame, the movie, which opens today in theaters nationwide, also stars a host of other
actors including Joseph C. Phillips of ''The
Cosby Show" and Hallie Berry, who played
a crack addict in ''Jungle Fever."
''Strictly Business" was directed by Kevin
Brooks who starred in the White Shadow,
and produced by Andre Harrell, a former
rapper from the duo Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde
back in the late 70s.
Set in the heart of Manhattan, the movie
combines drama, comedy and a touch of
· romance. With this blend, the story centers
around two black men from totally different
backgrounds working together to achieve
separate goals
Davidson plays a young, street smart, mail
clerk from Harlem named Bobby with a

W

Please see Davidson, page B3
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0111e Cookin~ Revisited
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New resturant serves
''down-home'' cuisine

The Landmark
Resturant blends
good food
and a home·like
atmosphere,
.. making one
gbbd ·recipie
for excellent
dining.

The Landmark Restaurant - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - can be safely described as a RESTURANT REVIEW
home away from home. .A.::n.:;gz;e;;;l:::ia:..::D~e~L:::a::.n:::e:.iY~----------
Located at 618 T Street, N.W., •
next door to the old Howard Theatre, the resta urant '~ name clearly speaks for itself. Owned by
Oliver and Anne Brown and managed by Beverly Middleton, the Landmark occupies the building
once known as ''Cecelia's," a nightcry known as a favorite spot for entertainers and jazz fans during the Howard Theatre era.
Brown,. a former secretary for Howard University in the departments of History, Mathematics
and Law for 17 years but a budding entrepreneur at heart, decided she wanted to start a busin~.
The Landmark's location and rich history seemed to be the perfect place to begin.
"I wanted tq start a restaurant," Brown explained, ''and I felt (the Landmark's} area was and is
a historical sitd that is being revitalized."
The Landm! rk 's decor blends memories of times past into a home-like atmosphere. Historical
pictures of Washington, D.C. and Howard Theatre performers cover the chestnut~pa neled walls.
Please see Landmark, page B3
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from a mystical childhood to an engulfing adult- touch football under the auspices of dangerous,
(LITERARY WRITER)
hood via that turbulent road in between called moving traffic categorized both our earl y athlet ic
adolescence. He provides us the mirror through lives. And this is the reservoir from whi ch
which we are able to make heads and tails of our Childhood draws most of its sustenance, its abili Childhood
by Bill Cosby
own p3.st, of our own experiences, and he offers ty to produce a feeling of empathy within the
us a brilliantly humorous analysis of the irrational reader. Cosby's Childhood is capable of opening
G. P Putnam's Sons
years of our lives.
$14.95
up treasures of our secret pasts long forgotten a11d
''It is popular to say," he writes," that we have to bring to remembrance in stan ces of gut bustin g
1·
I'll admit it. Bill Cosby is the funniest man in find the child within us. For me, this would be a humor.
the world. There, I've said it. No more beating short search. I am fifty-four now, but I am still
Even more impressive than that is Cosby 's
around the bush or speculating. The issue is no the kid who put the snowball in my mother 's uncanny skill at making the seemingly unfunn y
longer open tor debate. Sorry Eddie, Arsenio, freezer so that, one summer day, I could hit my visible in a funny light. All comedians can do it;
Richard and Redd (may he rest in peace). You brother with what he thought was a new ice age. I some better than others. Through his inqui si tive
are all funny to me and to the rest of lhe civilized am still the kid who believed that Frankenstein eyes, we are tickled with memories, tickled \vith
world, but can 't nobody mess with ''The-Cos." lived not in Transylvania but Pennsylvania. And an innovative look at age-old phenomena.
With the publication of his fourth book, I am still the kid who fell so dizzily in lqve with
'.' Now that I' ve had children of my ow11,"
Childhood, Cosby further reinforces his reign a sixth-grade girl when I was a school crossing
reflects Cosby," I can understand the heartbreakover' the comedic world and captures the essence guard that I almost waved her under a bus.''
ing problem that my father had in trying to turn
of being a kid like only a ''big kid'' can.
We never overcome our childhood experi- me into a human being. The traditional picture
Let me put it this way: Bill Cosby's riotously ences; we just carry them around with us like
funny treatise on growing up is a masterpiece of body·must after a hard day's work out. Cosby is of the American father is a man to whom a desthought and insight. Once again sharing his a masaer at picking out the smell of the odors; he perate mother can turn and say, 'Do somethi11g
incredible gift of storytelling, he pulls us by our has a' well trained nose, and, like a comedic with this child! ' And there may even be fathers
who can, but I've never met one. To a pica of
funny bone along a maze of well-remembered bloodhound, he sniffs out the humor in anything.
' Do something with thi s child!' tl1e average
tales to enlighten us as well as make us laugh.
We have all experienced the situations: sibling father wants to reply, ' Okay, I' ll teach him ho\v
There is the mark of a world-class educator: To rivalries over who can touch who on the bed;
teach us something and have the talents a'nd abili- searches for the foolproof method to win the to park."'
The essays in the piece never let up, hitting the
ties to make us want to listen.
affection of the opposite sex; debates with parents
Obviously enough, we've all been children at about the merits of forgoing sleep. Everyone has reader with an incessa nt onslau-ght of comedic
one time or another. Some of us, like Cosby him- been a child, but few could relay the phenomena material that is ab le to transcend the label of
self, are sti ll kids at heart, running around in that make up that set of experiences with the 'stand-up comedy' by virtue of its fresh, proselike literary style. And although it somet imes
grown-up bodies, lucky enough to be able to slip grace and humor of Cosby.
in and out of both worlds, both realities-adult''The essence of childhood," he writes, ''of seems as if a portion of Cosby's nightclub act
hood and childhood-and being encouraged to do course, is play, which my friends and I did end- was simply recorded and tran scribed bCt\VCCJ\
so.
lessly on streets that we reluctantly shared with the covers of a book (he is so funn y I an1 not
Dr. Alvin F. Poussaint, associate professor of traffic. As a daring receiver in touch football, I sure that that wouldn 't even be an uplifti ng vc11psychiatry and associate dean of Student Affairs spent many happy years running up and down ture.), there are incredibly wonder ful mon1e nts of
of Harvard Medical School, put it best when he those asphalt fiefds, hoping that a football would the text which are not on ly fu nTiy but touching
v..rote, in the introduction to the book, ''What hit me before a Chevrolet did."
and thought provoking.
CoSby ran his wide receiver patterns on the
emerges in this volume is universal yet unique;
All in all, the man flexes his con1edic mu scles
the stories provide many stimuli for recalling the streets of Philadelphia. I have run mine on the in championship style and shows, even witl1 th e
concrete roads of New York City blocks. We wane in his television show's popularity, tliat
forgotten-shenanigans of our own early years.''
Cosby takes an interestingly innovative look at were in two entirely different locales, but the he's still got what it takes to make America hold
the travel every human being must undergo to get experience, the joy, the excitement of playing its collective belly in uncontrol lable laughter.
By John L Jackson Jr.
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Black men in the lead roles
"
By Candace Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

At ·almost 32 years old, Zora, a teacher, songwriter and singer asserts, ''I've got two major
weaknesses: tall Black men and food. But not
necessarily in that order. I've got a history of
jumping right into the fue, mistaking desire for
love, lust for love ... I would like a man to become
a permanent fixture in my life for once. But don't
get me wrong. I'm not out here cruising with
lasers and aiming at hopefuls.'' Like a ping-pong

Disappearing Acts
By Terry McMillan
Washington Square Press:
$9.95
It is interesting to note the difference of opinions
that fonn about issues when gender is concerned.

Most recently, the Clarence Thomas hearings
sparked diverse and often diametrically opposed
views about what took place a decade ago. For

some, weighing the evidence presented at the
hearings became a large factor in deciding the

outcome of the case; for others, it was unquestionably the gender issue and being able to relate
to either the experiences Anita Hill or Clarence
Thomas that was magnified to reach justifiable

co nclusions. With this in mind, exploring the
book, Disappearing Acts, which-was written by
Terry McMillan, is too such the case in Which

gender played the lead role in grasping a full
understanding of the book.

,

McMillan is obviously compelled to share, with
male and female readers, experiences that couples
go through in trying to understand each other.
Though many of the experiences shared in the
book can be most appreciated by black people,
the theme of this 'relationship dictionary' is also
somewhat universal in that it examines the road.of
relationships and the roadblocks that are often a
hindrance to all.
With simple language, McMillan's.writing is
therapeutic as it explores the minds of Franklin
Swift and Zora Banks, two fictional characters
with very real experiences.
Franklin is a sometimes employed construction
worker who is frustrated and tired of the way the
world has treated him, and at the bastion of his
back lashing are women, as he says "I'm tired of
women. Black women in particular, 'cause that's
about all I ever deal with. Maybe a fine Puerto
Rican here and there but not much. They 're all
the same, that's for damrt sure. Want all your tim~
and energy. Want the world to revolve around
them. Once you give 'em some good lovin', they
go crazy." With thoughts such .as these from
Franlkin, McMillan intertwines the thoughts of
Zora, and in paralleling the two, it is no wonder
that problems arise.

ball, back and forth the chapters go, allowing us
to hear what goes inside the heads of the characters, thus gaining new understandings of occur·
rences that may charge one's relationship with
uncertainty.
There are two enduring themes that come to
mind when I think about the rightfully titled,
Disappearing Acts: First, the exemplification of
some of the concerns of many blacks that our
black men are disappearing and how the shortage
of such a commodity thus creates a myriad of

that has forced him to become a part of the disadvantaged. In the midst of the hidden confusion in
both of their lives, somehow, Zora and Franklin
find a way to become an int~gral part of each
other's lives.
The book explodes with intense re31ism, as familiar scenes creep into each chapter bringing readers
in to each conversation taking place. In the heat of
Zora's and Franklin's passions, one can ~ily read
the book in a day, whil'e not thinking that this educationally romantic novel is not another Harlequin

Romance. With eloquence, McMillan paints por-

traits ·or vibrant and c,plorful people, making not
only statements about relationships but also a statement about the country and our times.
With different aspects of family, friends, personalities and hopes of satisfying a relationship,
Disappearing Acts, seems to, in a few hundred
pages, address them all with clarity. The book
keeps its momentum because, though we can isoproblems.
late the theme of the book, there are so many
The second theme that also seems to be the other sub.themes. It is conceivable to say that five
thread throughout the book, is that which can be different people could be interested in the book
· best explained by Darrell Bell in his book entitled for five different reasons.
And We Are Not Saved . It is in the chapter "The. The authentic portrayal of the characters is fresh
Race Charged Relationship of Black Men and and innovating, but·one may find himself 01 herWomen," in which Bell posits his theory of the self in a conversation about the book that might
Twenty·Seventh-Year Syndronle.
lead a man to tell a group of woman that they are
In a fictional context Bell more specifically man bashing and a woman may be led to believe
delineates the characteristics of this syndrome that a group of men discussing the book are
only experienced by bl3.ck women. Besides the women bashing. Needless to say, reactions to the
physical characteristics of not being able to func- book were varied. In discussing the book with
tion for four to six weeks, they had: (I) at least others, I found that the book read by every
one degree beyond the bachelor's degree and had woman on the campus, agreed that ''becoming a
earned an average· of $35,00 a year more than Franklin'' would become a coined phrase, defithree years prior to their 27th year; (2) completed nitely have negative connotations attached to it.
their 27th year of life; and (3) had neither ever
After reading the book, 1 fully understand that
been married or entertained a bona fide offer or why some ideas on the pages had been highlighted in the copy that I was given by a friend. While
marriage to a black man.
This hypothesis is certainly applicable to this book may not be used in any sociology-<:lassDisappearing Acts, in that we see both of the cs, it is a vital tool in understanding what exists
main characters, falling pr~y to the ills of society. between the black woman and the black man in
Zora, being unable to choose from several America. It al lows one to explore the mindset and
options, a man suitable for her, and Franklin, construction of the many facets that make up their
being unable to fulfill his own needs or another's, existence in a country that forces them to become
which includes his two children from an almost- a statistic.
divorced relationship.
The reality that has been constructed is a social
Through McMillan's book, it is undeniable that reality and a shameful one at that. Bell asserts
there is a growth pattern in both of Franklin and ''many of the most talented, successful, and most
Zora but it is evident that, though Franklin is a impressive Black women remain single or do not
persevering construction worker and was able to marry until well int~t hcir thirties. As a result, at
attain his General Education Diploma (GED), he the very time when the Black community is rackis clearly the product of the pathological cycle ing its wits about to address the problem of teen-

•

age Black, girls becoming pregnant and bearing
children by youdg males unable to support them,
many of those Black women most qualified to
raise the next generation of Black children remain
unmarried and ctiildless."
McMillan's picture of the black man and woman
is one that is hard to be painted without experiencing that which parallels with some of the
thoughts in the book. Her perception's of some of
her own realities about both sexes in relationships
will definitel y promote discussion and analysis
once read.

The thread that mends the book goes deeper
than ''a love story waiting to explode." Its implications address the problems that people, more
specifically blacks go through, magnifying the
chain indifferences be'tween·the two sexes.
Unfortunately, the Disappear ing Acts that
McMillan is referring to is not an act 'that is per·
formed by a magician and a random audience vol·
unteer. Instead, it is the disappearing act of the
black male in relationships and family and their
reappearance of on charts fill ed with statistics.
This disappearing act is one which is hard to

'

David.s on's career climbing
Rising, from page Bl
involved in other types of entertainment.
After auditioning for Strictly Business,
Davidson was convinced to do the movie
after seeing how good the script was.
"The movie was positive," Davidson
said. ''That 's what I liked about it the
most."
In .Slrictly Business, Davidson plays
Bobby, a mail clerk in a brokerage firm
who wants a shot at ''moving on up'' by
being placed in the company's executive
training program. His chancCs for the job
are increased when his friend Waymon
Tinsdalc III is attracted to one of Bobby's
female friends. Afterwards, the plot
thickens.
"Bobby [represents J the majority of the
young black men out there," Davidson
explained. ''The percentage of the males
that are involved in drugs and violence are
the lowest percentage in the community.
The majority of us are trying to get jobs,
make ourselves better and get into col•

lege. That's reality."
According to Davidson, the problem
with a lot of recent movies is the emphasis on guns and violence.
''All of that is a portrayal of reality in the
community," Davidson said. ''It's just
that this movie is aJso a portrayaJ of reali·
ty in the community. We get a lot of
movies just portraying that reality and we
start to think that's the only reality."
Davidson believes this movie will hopefully prompt other movie makers to produce more positive films.
''The more you do something that's original, the more it will become commonplace," he said. "So, if we stay expansive,
we will be expansive."
For example, Davidson believes the
movie Predator II starring Danny Glover
~t a precedent for blacks in film.
"That was a revolutionary movie for a
black man," Davidson said. "A black
man in a science·fiction movie. He won •

at the end and he didn 't die.''
Davidson suggested that people who
want to break into writing for TV and film
should watch a lot of TY. Try to acquire
a 1V script, save some money, take a trip
out to Hollywood, go to some of the
shows and talk to the writers and people
there.
"Most of all, " Dav·Jj:lsoo continued,
''write, write, write, write, write!''
He also suggested that people who
want to be actors should go to Hollywood
or New York where the''real work'' is.
''You can't call yourself an actor in a
place that's not doing, movies,'' Davidson
said matter-of-factly. ''You really can 't
grow off of local stuff. It's not going to be
a realistic call."
In addition to the Showtime speciaJs he
produced such as Jilin ' in Philly and
Tommy Davidson: Takin ' It to D.C. ,
Davidson is currently working on another movie that is to be filmed in
California.
"I will do a whole lot of movies;''
Davidson said. ''If I had to choose, I'd
rather be doing movies than TY.''

Restaurant serves up 'home'
Landmark, from page Bl
One can almost see the nostalgia simply
by being in the dining room.
"The Landmark is big enough to bring
your friends, yet smaJI enough to give you
personalized attention," said Timika
Lane, a sophomore majoring in history.
With its dimly-lit dining areas, cozy setting and antique jukebox - which plays
everything from old slow jams (you'd
swear they had the Cooley High soundtrack) to Keith Sweat's latest, the
Landmark is ideal for a perfect, low·cost
evening with that special someone.
But please don't label the Landmark as
''juSt a restaurant."
Brown said, "It's a restaurant-lounge,
actuaJly.'' She explained that the restaurant does have a bar and said they can
serve any kind of drink the customer asks
for, one of their speciaJities being ''exe·
cellent pina oolodas."
When speaking of the eats, the
Landmark's menu variety ranges from

•

•

•

basic American dishes like steak, mashed
potatoes and ·green beans, to ''soul food''
dishes reminiscent of the Deep South, like
chitterlings, yams and collard greens, all
of which are well-cooked and very tasty.
For the vegetarian diner, the restaurant
offers a special dish consisting of one's
own choice of three vegetables, bread,
coffee or tea. The Landmark's house spe·
ciality is crab cakes, cooked to well-done
perfection, chock-full of crab meat and
full of flavor.
In addition, there are regular ''all-youcan-eat-for-6.95'' special entrees on
weekdays. Mvnday' s ''special '' is
spaghetti with salad and garlic bread,
while Wednesday's menu serves fried
chicken. Tuesdays and Thursdays ''specials'' are rese rved for the manager 's
choice and Friday's menu reads fish fried and fillet. All specials are also 6.95
and served with two vegetables, while all
entrees include a choice of two vegeta-

bles, coffee or homemade iced tea.
The price-conscious student has not
been ove rl ooked by the restaurant .
Landmark gives all Howard University
students with proper student ID and acer·
tificate of registration a one dollar discount on all specials and a ten percent discount on everything else on the menu.
Prices range from 16.95 for a 16 oz
Porterhouse steak entree to a 3.95 veg·
etable platter.
After dining at the Landmark, Otis
Bryant, a graduate student majoring in
American political hi story, sa id the
restaurant was well worth his patronage.
''The food was weJJ.seasoned," Bryant
said. ''It was obv ious that there was a lot
of care in the way the food was cooked.
The meal was very aesthetically pleasing
in its presentation and the ponions are far
and above what one would get at any
other comparable restaurant for the same
price."

The Landmark is open Monday through
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 12 a.m. and
Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 11
a.m. to 2 a.m.

Laughs prevail in "Business''
Dal'idsoo, from page B1
desire to move up the corporate ladder.
His intentions include a placement in the
company's executive training program,
but without that polished look and
brand-name education he can't seem to
get ahead.
Joseph C. Phillips plays Waymon
, Tinsale Ill, a well-educated executive in
a high-power brokerage firm with the

This brings doors of opportunity for
both Waymon and Bobby. After a little
convincing Bobby agrees to introduce
Waymon to Natalie, but for a price. Jn
return, he has to get Bobby into the
executive training program at work.
The agreement sparks a friendship so
tight that not even a white co-worker try-
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ing to derail their friendship and jobs can

come between the two.
While lunching in a restaurant, his
Without including drugs, guns and viothoughts drift from food to a young lady lence''Strictly Business''
who has caught his eye. As she leaves,
shows a more positive side to black
Natalie, played by Hallie Berry, acci- life. It shows that there does not have to
dentally drops one of her pictures be a tremendous gap between profesWaymon just happens to see it and holds sional, educated and uneducated broth·
on to it.
~
ers. In addition, the movie displays that
Out of sight, out of mind is not the case every black man in a suit isn't an Uncle
for Waymon as he sits looking al the Tom, and black men without suits can be
photo the next day. Bobby catches a ambitious and trying to get ahead.
glance of the picture and mentions that
If you want to see a movie that 's defilie knows her.
nitely on the positive tip then this is the
desire to move up the cofporatC ladder.
This brings doors of opportunity for
I !is intentions include a placement in the · both Waymon and Bobby. After a little
company's executive training program, convincing Bobby agrees to introduce
but without that polished look and Waymon to Natalie, but for a price. In
brand-name education he .can't seem to return,; he has to get Bobby into the
get ahead.
executive training program at work.
Jo se ph C. Phillips plays Waymon
The agreement sparks a friendship so
Tmsale Ill, a well-educated executive in tight that not even a white co-worker trya high-power brokerage firm with the ing to derail their friendship and jobs can
power to help Bobby.
come between the two.
While lunching in a restaurant, his
Without including drugs, guns and viothoughts drift from food to a young lady lence''Strictly Business"
who has caught his eye. As she leaves,
shows a more positive side to black
Natalie, played by Hallie Berry, acci- life. It shows that there does not have to
dentally drops one of her pictures be a tremendous gap between profesWaymon just happens to see it and holds sional, educated and uneducated brothon to it.
·
ers. In addition, the movie displays that
Out of sight, out of mind is not the case every black man in a suit isn't an Uncle
for Waymon as he sits looking at the Tom, and black men without suits can be
photo the next day. Bobby catches a ambitious and trying to get ahead.
glance of the picture and mentions that
If you want to see a movie that's defihe knows her.
nitely on the positive tip then this is the
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Here's the deal.
Buy a pair of Levi's button fly SOls
and liv~ _ 'em for a month.
If you .don't absolutely love them,
just bring them back for a full refund.
That's it. Guaranteed.
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Greetings Howardites!

more . po sitive

topics .

Tonight,

the

Undergraduate Student Assembly and the

I hope all of you enjoyed homecoming as
much as I did. The 1991 Homecoming
Committee deserves our applause for putting
together a week of festivities that truly ''regenerated'' the soul of How ard University.
However, it is unfortunate and troubling that
some of the celebration over the weekend was
marred by yiolence.
The African-American community continues
to be ravaged by such outbreaks which only
serve to undermine our progress as a people.
We must remember that the way we treat one
another says more about us than any klansman
or neo-Nazi could hope to say. With our present
.~tat~s in this nation we ca~ not afford to spend
t\me and energy on violence directed toward
one another.
With that said, I am pleased to move on to

College of Fine Arts Student Council invite

you to a Musical Extravaganza which promises

to set the soul of Howard to song and dance.
Musical selections from the likes of Toni Terry,
Sounds of Blackness, Jennifer Holiday and

Miles Davis will be rendered by your very own
classmates in Cramton Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
It promises to be an evening of first rate entertainment, so be sure to come out and support
our cast and friends.
In addition, Nov. 13 at 6 p.m. in room 148 of
the Armour J. Blackburn Center, the
Undergraduate Student Assembly will be hosting an educational workshop for anyone interested in running for leadership positions in student government. Representatives from the
Howard University Student Association
Executive Branch, the Office of Student

Activities and several student councils will be
present to speak on ·their experiences. You can
also expect to receive helpful hints on running
a successful campaign.

Although we have seen only the first signs of
winter with flurries of snow, the Assembly is
already preparing for the Spring Black Arts
Festival. Some of you have stopped by our
offices to volunteer and your interest is appre. ciated. However, help is~till needed in planning the events for the week in April, and I
encourage all creative, hardworking, talented
and innovative Howardites to stop by room 110
in the Blackburn Center to lend a hand.
As a final note, the· Assembly would like to
thank all of the volunteers who helped make
the Salute to Black Achievers Awards
Luncheon a success. The inspirational messages delivered by our honorees were worth all
of the hard work. I think one of the reasons

why such prog'rams continue to help is that
there is a need for us to come together for an
afternoon an~ ~lebrate the achievements of
our own commUnity. Our time and energy are
best spent renewing our dedication to excellence, and such programs give us the opportunity to do so.
Well, after taking a week off mentally to
enjoy the Homecoming activities, we can all
get back to the books with renewed ·vigor. It .has
been said that the best test of intelligence is
how one spends his/her leisure time. I hope you
all are passing the test with flying colors as we
enter the final stretch of the semester.

'

Continued Progres~

McF~

Tracy L.
Coordinator
Undergraduate Student Assembly

Tracy L, McFerrln
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WHAT WENT WRONG AND WHAT WE CAN DO TO PREVENT IT FROM HAPPPENING AGAIN:
As a crime prevention officer and concerned
student at Howard University, I would like to
give an accurate assessment of the events that
transgired during the Homecoming weekend so
that we can utilize our prevention strategy to
prevent future disorder, chaos and destruction
on the campus and the surrounding communitYr~
During our celebration, there was a seve re
overcrowding of people into university faci lities and the community. A fight broke out on
the corner of Georgia Ave. and Bryant Pl.
between two non-Howard University students
in which one of the two individuals pulled out a
pistol and fired eight rounds. This panicked the
crowd and caused people to run aimlessly to
avoid the gun fire. Some of the crowd took this
disorder as an invitation to loot the Wonder
Plaza stores.
Other unknown individuals took it upon themselves to throw bottles out of the crowd and into

windows of the Plaza and at passing police cars.
Then, someone in the Towers decided to pull
the fire alarm for the 14th time and call the fire
department. Needless to say when the fire
department arrived at the Plaza they were
unable to get to the building because of the people in the street and numerous illegally parked
cars.
When the police finally arrived in front of
Wonder Plaza and the corner of Georgia and
Bryant, they immediately told the crowd to stop
looting and disperse from the area. The angry
crowd refused and attempted to turn over police
cars and set them on fire. A police helicopter
was called in to provide lighting and surveillance, while the Police Civil Disturbance Unit
was ca,lled into the area to disperse the crowd.
At thi s moment , the mass confusion had
turned into a full-blown riot . The riot squad
shot tear gas onto Georgia, Barry and Banneker

Field in an effort to force the crowd to disperse.
Unfortunately, the crowd panicke'd suffering the
effects of gas inhalation and several people
were trampled, resulting in more injuries.
To prevent this needless destruction to people
and pro~rty in the future, the Crime Prevention
Unit would like to make the following recommendations:
1. The University needs to suggest a police

mobile sub-station be established on Banneker
field, similar to what is done for large festivals
such as Adams Morgan Day and the Halloween
celebration in Georgetown. This will allow the
Howard University community to have large
amounts of police and paramedics on duty
instead of trying to call them to react after a crisis or injury has already occurred.
2. Parking on all main thoroughfares should
be prohibited in an effort to leave the streets

open for emergency vehicles and other city traffic. All parking should be diverted to the
approximately 2500 parking spaces the university has available on Weekeiids.
3. All vending on the main campus area
should be regulated and controlled by the
University to assure the roads on campus are
left open for emergency v~hicles and local traffic. This type of regulation of vendors insures
quality control for the customers and additional
revenue for the University.
The University .also needs to take a more
active role in the regulation and sponsoring of
social events during the ho·mecoming season.
This will allow the University to earn extra revenue and enable people to celebrate at wellplanned and secured social events.
4. Most importantly, 1students who are concerned about their University should begin to
take responsibility for what goes on iQ our com-

~

munity The Howard University Student Patrol
did an excellent job of serving as a non-combative bridge between the celebrants, campus security and metropolitan police dept, h'elping to
calm students who became too rowdy and identifying outside elements who entered the campus area to commit crimes. Other students and
student organizations must follow this lead by
taking responsibility for the actions of our visitors when they are in our community.
Any student who sees someone disturbing the
peace or committing a crime and does not try to
calm the ' indivduals down or report- them to
security is allowing the actions of a few individuals to cease the enjoyment of thousands.
William Brown
Crime Prevention Officer
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Graduating Seniors Interested In
Str~tegy Consulting

I

Join us for an inforn1al reception and briefing
to learn about our Associate Program.
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A few weeks ago, I wrote a column
in this space condemning the powers
that exist for establishing a schedule
for the football and basketball teams
that seemed to be too challenging.
It was my opinion that Howard
Athletics (I have capitalized these
words because this entity seems to be
a machine-a being that creates winning teams) needed time to grow, that
our teams needed to be competitive
in our own conference and play
teams that were closer to our level in
non-conference play, instead of playing ones that are capable of destroying our beloved gridiron soldiers at
every turn.
My colleagues around campus reprimanded me at every turn. I was
unfair. I did not understand the mission of the team. Have I been to any

•

I

I

of the games? Actually, I have been
to about half of the games, but missed
the last two. J decided to watch the
team in person one more time, to
change my focus, to ·once again cheer
for our team and be on their side. I
went to the Central State game. ,
Forced to leave the game prior to
halftime by an overflow of people,
caustic language and events (drunk
students yelling-and getting sick
immediately comes to mind), the last
score I remembered seeing on the
scoreboard read Central State ,
Marauders-35, Howard University

By Damon Dozier

Bison-3.

Hilltop Staff Writer

After the game, I went to work; I
worked all Saturd.ay night. I woke up
·the next morning to read a paper, any
p_aper, that would t tell the story of an
amazing Bison comeback: ''Donald
Carr passed for 300 yards in the
fourth quarter, and threw five touchdown passes in the second half. The
defense, led in interceptions by Joe
Olidge and Walter Price as well as
two fumble recoveries by Emmit
Smith, held Central State to zero
points in the second half as· the
Howard University Bison overcame
a thirty-two point deficit and defeated
Central State in their homecoming
1

,

HU quarterback Terrill Hill (#18) scrapples to pick up extra yards in midst of a CS player.
destroyed the Bison 49-16 in front of a
•

The Howard University Bison football
team went in-!J? last Saturday's contest
hoping lo en~ a five game slide. After
winning their fjrst two games, the Bison
had dropped each and every successive
contest.
•
This past homesoming the crowd had ~
little to get excited about as the Bison
extended their du~ious losing streak to
six games. The Bison were the victims of
gridiron piracy; National Associat_ion of
1ntercolligiate Association (NAIA)
perennial powerhouse Central State
Marauders of Ohio who absolutely

crowd of 29,563 , many of whom left
after halftime.
The defen,se that had been showing
signs of improvement in the North
Carolina A&T game surrendered 528

yards in total offense- 228 yards on the
ground, and 300 through the air. Tl1e
defense spent all afternoon on the field as
the offense sputtered throughout
the game.
The Bison offense that had been
revamped only gained 6 yards on its first
three possessions. Meanwhile, Central

State began piling points on the board.
The Marauders scored on a 2-yard run by
tailback Ricky Wood on their second

possession of the game, and went up on
the Bison 7-0.
After a typical Bison offensive series
that included a penalty and an incomplete pass, Central State began a drive
marked by two big pass plays. The first
was a 27-yard pass to Baldwin and the
second was a 32-yard touchdown strike
to former Gajthersburg AJl-Met receiver
Robert Jackson.
The Howard offense did make an
attempt to get into the game on the next
ser ies. Fifth-year senior .Donald Carr
drove the offense down th,.-field Oft' a 14
play drive that culminated in a 29-yard
field goal by Cedric Rawls.
The 14-3 margin was the closest the ·

HU's defense brings_CS running back to his knees.
Quarterback Terrill Hill was impressive

Bison would get to the Marauders as
Central State scored 21 points in the second stanza. The Bison scored a touchdown

in limited action, passing for 44 yards on
four completions out of 10 attempts.

right before halftime on a Terrill Hill 5·

"I did all right. They made a 101 of big

yard scamper to cut the lead to 35-9.
After halftime Central State scored two
touchdowns in the third quarter. Howard
would not score again until five m_inutes
were left in the last 9uarter. Fullback
Robert Taylor scored on a 5-yard run.
According to Howard all-purpose runner Gary Harrell, the Marauders were
''more talent'ed. We broke down and
made some mistakes. We tried to adjust
at halftime, but then they scored again,
and_that killed our momentum," he
said.

plays that we didn't," Hill said.
Central State improved its record to 7-1
and the Bison fell to 2-6 overall.
Hoo-f-beats: Central State of Ohio
(formerly Wilberforce University) has
bea~en opponents ~y scores of 87-7, 770, and 56-13 this season ... The 49
points given up by the defense were the
most given up since a 62-20 loss to
Delaware State ...The next opponent for
the Bison is 0-8 Towson State. The
game will held at Greene Stadium
tomorrow at 1 p.m.

,

game, 38 to 35."
AJas, there was no such scenario, no
such sports story, no such comeback.
Our boys lost, again. If the reader is
waiting to read something about how
''sorry'' our football team is, they will
be sadly disappointed. I do not
believe that our football team is
''sorry'', even if they have lost six
games in a row. Yes, the team is in a
tailspin. Yes, the footbalt team has
been blown out in game after game.
Nevertheless, they are not sorry. For
the most part, the team has been overmatched by teams that had better talent.
Our football team is talented, but
let's face facts. Alcorn State is a
proven South Western Athletic
Conference powerhou se. Temp.le
competes in the Big East - the land of
Miami, Syracuse, and others. Central
State won the national championship
in the National Association of

•

Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). The
team was the best NAIA team in the
whole country! That means, for those
I missed or for those that simply do
not know, from amber waves of grain
to purple mountains majesty across
the fruited plain!
If our team was sorry, they could
not have beaten Florida . A&M
University in the beginning of the
season. Last year, FAMU was the
conference champion.
It remains my belief that the schedule, designed to increase revenue and
gain Howard talented players as well
as national recognition still may be a
little too difficult. What talented kid
would want to play for a learn that
was having trduble winning? Sure, he
would be on television, but his family
back home, not to mention scouts,
would see him losing. It would take a
couple of years, probably until his
senior year, that the recruit would get
recognition on a winning team full of
other talented kids.
Would Deion Sa.~ders and Ragib
Ismail be known as ''Prime Time''
and '.'The Rocket'', re.spectively, if
they went to Howard? Probably not.
Howard is not at that stage yet.
orida State won games by playing
teams on their level. So did Notre
Dame. Even though these teams are
powerhouses, these teams did not
play top ten teams every week. These
teams suspected they ,would lose at
least half of their games. J still think
Howard has to be more competitive
in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference, maybe even win the
championship a few times, before we

•

•

Booters kick past
Brooklyn College
By Jeffrey Anderson

Hilltop Staff Writer

This past homecoming the Bi son

Booters beat a tough Brooklyn College

Booters (7·9-1) a 2·0 lead.

team 3-1. With the football team get''Their going 10 create opportunities.
ting sto mped, the Booters came in Both of them are goal scorers and both
behind Freshman Jamal Skinner's lead will gel a lot of chances next year. As
of nine goals and one assist to pull out they (Skinner and Fletcher) get more
the victory before a small crowd relaxed and find out what they can do,
Sunday at Greene Stadium.
they will score more goals," Tucker said.
The Bison came out in control in the
The Boaters defense then fell asleep
first half, but sloppy play and mi ssed for a moment as Brooklyn scored a goal
scoring opportunities allowed Brookiyn to make it 2-1. However, two more
to utilize their passing skills.
freshmen came to the rescue as Kenneth
However, the Kingsmen ( 15-6-3 ), had Daniels rammed home a rebound off of
no one who could put the ball in the net John Delgado's shot which hit the right
as they, like the Boaters, squandered post to give the Boaters their final goal
many chances.
of the game.
''We needed to be more patient
''We have t.o improve on practically
because we were taking wild shots. In .everything. As a team we have to work
soccer you are going to miss a lot more together on defense and offense,"
than you make," said Coac h Keith explained Tucker.
Tucker.
,J.
The Boaters looked in sync in the
That is just what the Boaters did as back as Freshman Simon Shelton had
Vaughn Ollivierre missed a breakaway his second stellar game in a row at stopin the first half.
per.
· In the second half, it was the first
The Boaters have one last chance to
year players, once again, who came to play together this year as they wind up
the rescue as Freshman Keith Fletcher their season Wednesdjiy night at 7:30 at
headed in a ball off of a very long Greene Stadium agaiftst The University
throw in by Skinner.
of Pennsylvania.

j

'

Kona Hislop (#23) out maneuveres·erooklyn College players as he goes for a goalie.

By Terri Shoates

Hilltop Staff Writer

Guy Troupe, a former Howard student
and athlete, is now making waves in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association

(NCAA) without being on the field or on

Guy Troupe: DB 198'4-4-1988
'

the court.
_
Troupe, a former football player who
played defensive end, graduated from
Howard with a B.A. in Sociology. And
last fall, Troupe graduated from
Howard's graduate school with a degree
in guidance and counseling.
Since September Troupe has worked in
the compliance department in the
NCAA. His job is to make sure that athletic departments around the country
comply with all NCAA rules.
Troupe attributes much of his success
to Howard University and the education
that he received while he attended

''For the most part there was one common attitude, but some people thought
that they were better than ·other people.
They looked down on people with lower
socio-economic backgrounds,'' Troupe
said ..
In contrast to these beliefs, Troupe said
that he was very vocal. If-he had any
problems he would vent his frustrations
with friends and or strangers.
''Some people just had that us against
"A lot of people had a stereotypical them attitude," he said. ''Any time a
attitude about ath letes. They say that fight broke out ... it was blamed on the
·
we're dumb or wild or that we have to be athletes.''
It was sad, according to Troupe, that
womanizers or something, " said the
Tulsa, Ok. native.
- sOme of his teammates came to school to
''Some other people actually thought goof off. And, in a lot of cases, they've
the coaches fixed our grades in order fof had to take dead end jobs or are simply
unemployed.
us to remain on the team," Troupe-said.
''They were playing around and now
Another thing Troupe did not like was
.
the elitist attitude some Howard students they're paying for it," he said.
Troupe worke~ as a drug prevention
exhibited.
Howard. He also rated the ability and
kno_wledge of the teachers as one of ·the
best reasons to attend Howard.
''The teachers gave me practical application so that I'd be prepared for the real
world," he sa id. '' Finally, I le arned
a'bout nty cu lture."
'I
Furthermore. he met some _of his closest and dearest friends here. But, according to Troupe, not everything about
Howard is positive.

•
•

.

Guy Troupe blazes a path in the NCAA office without a ball

1

play the big boys.

A few minute s later; Skinner and
Fletcher hooked up again as Fletcl)er 's
breakaway shot, which hit the crossbar,
was. headed in by Skinner giving the

I

•

•

counselor in the DC public school system to pay his way through Howard's
graduate school. In many ways he said
that the experience was rewarding but in
others it was very frustrating.
''I was given the most difficult cases,"
he said. ''It's very hard when there's no
positive person to build on."
Troupe fanned a mentorsbip program
between Howard athletes and the students that he was counseling.
"I made and impact on some of the
kids but some others, I didn't reach. I
found out that one kid that I used to help
was killed about a month ago," Troupe
said.
·
Troupe admits that he's just starting out
in the work force, but he vows to give
money back to the university as soon as
he becomes financially stable. But his
fmt priority is to pay off the loans he
owes to the graduate school.
:'
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BUSINESS

FIFTEENTH

HOWARD UNIVERSl1YSCHOOL OF BUSINESS
THEME: STRATEGY 2()()(): UNl1Y. EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC ENPOWERMENT
.
'

•

1'hursday, November 14, 19'Jl
Marketing Management Day

Tuesday, November 1,Z 19'Jl
Business Skills Enhancement Day

'

'
I

I

•

·I

12:40- 2:00 PM
Negotiating: The Key To Being A TjJP Manager
Hosted by Citicorp Credit Services, Inc.

•

8:00 - 9:30 AM
Being In The Know With MIS
(An Industry Overview)
' Hofted by Kraft General Foods

1

2:00 - 4:00 PM
Business Fashion Showcase
Seminar and Fashion Show Hosted by
Neiman Marcus

•

•

I

12:40- 2:00 PM
Global Marketing In The New World Order
Hosted by ~alt Disney World

•

•

'

•

3:40 - 5:00 PM
Workforce 2000 and Your Future In
Corporate 4merica
Hosted By Continental Insurance

Wednesday. November 13.19'Jl

Gradilate Programs
8:00 - 9:UU AM
Making The Grade: How To Get Dazzling Scores
On
.
The
Graduate
Entrance
Exams
i
.
Hosted by
· Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center

Friday. November 15, 19'Jl
Finance Day

,

.

'

I

...

11:00-12:00 PM
Investment And Portfolio Management
1Hosted by
·
Fidelity Management Trust Company

10:00 - l l :OOAM
Get The Inside Scoop: The Internship Experience
Hosted by Inroads, Inc.
•

12:00-1:00 PM
The Glitz And Glamour Of Wall Street
Hosted by J.P. Moroan
O'

11:00 -12:00 PM
, The Harvard MBA: The Ultimate Success Story
Hosted by Harvard Business School

I

I

.

•

•

•

1:00 - 2:00 PM
Why Get An MBA? (Panel Discussion)
Hosted by Harvard, Howard, Fordham, Ohio,
Northwestern and University of Chicago

~-__;.__

_

___:_

___

2:00 - 3:00 PM
I
Remember The BO's Mergers & Acquisitions, Trading &
Arbitrage
Hosted by Goldman Sachs

_________________........ .,

...;._

1

,

THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL BUSINESS WEEK BANQ T .
HOSTED BY THE HOWARD UNIVERSI1Y SCHOOL OF BUSINESS S
iENT COUNCIL
GUEST SPEAKER: RICHARD DOUGLASS OF SUN DIAMOND
CORPORATION
.
DATE: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 19'Jl
. LOCATION: THE GRAND HYAIT HOTEL of WASHINGTON, D.C.

.

.

'

'
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By Denise Blackwood
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jimmie Johnson , 25, who graduated
from Howard University's School of
Human Ecology in December 1988,

was drafted into the National Football
League (NFL) in his senior year by the
Washington Redskins. From that day
onward, he continues to wear number 88
and plays the Tight-end / J-;1-Back position for the undefeated (so far this sea-

son) team.
Johns.on admitted that his experiences
at Howard University made him ready
for his professional athletic career.

''Anyone who comes from Howard has
to deal with a great deal of adversity,
first of all, and with the administration,
which may have changed with the new
President, or whatever it is that you're
going through here at the University, 1
think in knowing that made me strong
and determined to go out," Johnson said.
Johnson also added that being a student at ''The Mecca'' gave him the extra
push of initiative that he needed.
''\vhen I left Howard, I was able to
succeed in whatever it was I set out to
do, not to say that I wasn't already
strong and determined to get ready to do
those things once leaving school, but, it

also helped," he added.
William Jeffries, tbe former Howard
University footba ll coach, was responsible for Jonhson's enrollJttent in Howard
and also assisted him in obtaining full
scholarship.
Johnson first learned of Howard in
high school when he was recruited by
Jeffries to play football for the
University on a full scholarship in 1984.
Johnson majored in Consumer Studies
and double minored in Marketing and
Business Management and still managed
to remain on both the schola rship and
the football team for his duration at

will better his relationship with
them,"Johnson said.
In Johnson's opinion, Walter Price and
Joe Olidge are exceptional players. ''The
way they approach the game and the
way they work, they may be given a
they gained also by adding Coach Steve chance. It may not be much of a chance,
Wilson. I don't think they lost anything but you'll never know. It may be a
by switching the coaches," Johnson said. chance like mine, to get drafted in the
In addition, Johnson said that he last round or to be a free agent. It also
believed that the differences in the comes with a little bit of luck," he added
coaching techniques of Jeffries and
Johnson would like to be a coach in the
Wilson complemented the overall future and has thought about coaching
Howard football program.
on various levels. '' ... I probably could
''In spite of the contrasting styles and coach some high school because the
philosophies of the two coaches, win- guys may be more willing to listen to
ning the football game is their common you, or they may not, but that would be a
goal. Jeffries leaving probably had an lot of fun. The collegiate level will defiimpact on the younger players who were nitely be a lot of fun. 1 also wanted to
st ill here under him, then had to deal coach on the professional level, but I
with thC transition of changing coaches, don't know if 1 am really up to that
it probably bothered them,'' he said.
because a part of the business is to disIn Johnson's continued response to the cuss every night whether or not to keep a
changes in the coaching staff, he added, player or to send a player home and it is
''I think the changes are more so on the very political and cut-thi'oat and that
players. I don't think there is anything bothers me. The bottom line is that I
that the coaches have to change. I think would like to coach, on any level,"
Coach Wilson's philosophy and the Johnson said.Johnson's advise to aspirthings that he has brought in are great ing athletes is to, ''Keep the dream
because Wilson has played in the NFL alive.'' He also indicated that, ''It takes a
for ten years, and I think that that is an lot of hard work and dedication, but
exceptionally fine degree of excellence. keep the faith that it can happen.''
The things that scouts are looking forJohnson added that ther~ is no need to
Wilson has brought it here. It is on the attend the major colleges or universities
players to learn the things that are . that are constantly shown on television
in order to be found.
required of them.''
''If you're good at your work-and your
Johnson said that he hopes that the
coaches at Howard have established a habits are good, then they will find you.
They will seek you out," Johnson said.
good rapport with their teams.
I don't know if it is that way now, but
Although Johnson was born and raised
they [coaches] should try to become in Augusta, Ga., he recently bought a
more of a friend and not to be so distant home in Centerville, Va. where he
as supposed to the way it is on the pro- resides. Football may be a year-round
fessional level. Players don't have very sport, but Johnson finds the time to
close-knit relationships with the coach- relax at home with his 10-month-old
es. Wilson is a great communicator and son, Jimmie, and to get together with
can sit down and talk to the players, it friends and family occasionally.

courttisy of A1c1Aln1 Media Aei.ttonl Depllrtment

Former Howard University tight end Jimmie Johnson now showcases his talents for the Redskins

t

and they admit they do not play well on
artificial turf. The Bison have a good
chance at winning, if only they can
reduce their average of 12 penalties a
gan1e.
What will probably help the team is
plenty of fan support. This is the final
of 1988.
Looking through Bison eyes, a team home game of the seaso n, so that
which has not won a game all season means it will also be the la st game in
looks like the perfect opportuni1y to Greene stadium for Senior Bi son
break a six game losing streak. Of Donald Carr, Anthony Hooper, Mack
course, the Bisoii will have the home Jones, Willie Bennett, Kenneth
Newsome, Joe Olidge, Walter Price,
field advantage.
Both teams are expecting a tough Owen Young, James Carpenter, Todd
game and mentality will play a big role; White, Lynn Driver, Paul Ramseur and
however, football is not entirely a men- Sean Pelote. These guys really
tal sport. The physical aspects of this deserve a win in their last game at
game should be interesting.
their soon to be Alma Mater. Don 't
This game will see the pairing of two. complain about the team this weekfreshman quarterbacks, giving neither end, get out and support them. Do
team the edge. The Bison speed is an your part to give these players a good
acknowledged ob~tacle for the Tigers, send off.
'O

CONFERENCE

w

N.Carolina A&T 4
Bethune-Cookman 4
S. Carolina St.
3
Delaware State
2
Florida A&M
2
Howard Univ.
1 '.,
Morgan State
0
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I want memories of :
r/ Greek Step Show
r/ Homecoming
t/ The Excitemerrt of HU Sports
t/ The fun of every day life at Howard
t/ and much, more!

G.e tting It $tarted
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Burr
Gymnasium the Howard University
Men 's Basketball Team will officially open their 1991-1992 season }nan
exhibition game against the Burundi
National Touring Team (of Africa).
Admission is free.

flt/ /:/ If/, /:t \{\/ ' ' 1111 \I I<\ /'\ I , / \

A Salute To The Seniors
< t l '\ I \( I 111! 1 \ '\ ll. \I.\ I.I.
()I{ 1,1 _1 I'\ \H\IS 11 : \I) \ 'I s111,.r.s1,s.

The Bison Illustrated , a sports
magazine, published by the Howard
University Sports Information
Office, will be honoring the senior
players on the HU football team .
The publication will be available at
the football game Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Greene Stadium.

AVAILABLE NOW
ONLY
.

.

You are invited to an lnfonnation Session:
Thursday, November 21, 1991

CAMPUS STORE

•

Don't Miss
BISO N LIVE - TAKE O NE

Advising C.enter and

•

•

The Houston Oilers were not ''slick
en.ough '' to trip up the Washington
Redskins this past Sunday at RFK
Stadium. The Redskins beat the
Oilers 16-13, despite eight penalties
and four turnovers . The Redskins
are now currently owners of a 9-0
record. The next team that will try
to blemish the Redskins blemishf ree record will be the Atlanta
Falcons this Sunday at RFK.

Poor Ian

Lock Hall, Room 105
4-5:30 p.m.
Refreshments Served
'
Hewn planning ,.,.... future with the Office of
College Program Enhancement, the Eduratiooal

Ground Floor
Blackburn Center
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and when missed against the Skins
Sunday he literally 'Nrote his "byebye Ian slip". Accoiding to reports,
Howfield said, ''Before this, no one
knew who I was. I'm proud of the
way I played, and my teammates did
not blame me for the loss."

Worthy of Rank?
announced that it would not endorse
the scheduled bout between Evander
Holyfield and Francesco Damiani in
Atlanla on Nov. 23 because Damiani
is not classified in the top 10 by the

WBC. Only WBC-rated can compete in world title fights. Thus far,
the World Boxing Association.

Kermit Made Some Bad
Decisions

'fhe Unconquerable Skins?

•

$20 .0 0

w

The World Boxing Council (WBC)

They're in the VIDEO YEARBOOK.
..\nd they're in living color, exciting action and thrilling sound.

0

\

OPP
59
100
61
72
106
77
166

SPORTS BRIEFS

._•

•

T
PCT. PTS
1.00 132
0
.80 ~ 134
0
0
.60
87
0 • .50
75
.40 122
0
.25
56
0
0 'I 0.00 35

Gary Harrell: 1st in all purpose yards gained, 3rd in receiving, 9th in scoring, 4th in punt
returns 6th in kickoff returns.
•

ADVERTISE IN THE HILLTOP
OF COURSE!
( IJ\/J\r, \ll1J\
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OVERALL

Howard Statistical Leaders in the Middle Eastern Athletic Conference:
Donald Carr: 17th overall in total rushing yards, 3rd in passing efficiency, 4th in total
offense.

BLACK BUSINESS OWNERS
HOW DO YOU BEST REACH ONE OF
THE RICHEST BLACK COMMUNITIES
IN AMERICA?

' I want the

.

MEAC Football Standings as of November 8, 1991

strea k with a win against Howard at
Minnegan Stadium.
They may not be so lucky this year,
because the game is being played at
G1ecnC Stadium, and the Tigers have
not won an away game since October

J

\

etes
•

Home season should end with a victory
.. On Nov. 9, the Bison will face their
last home game of the season with a 2-6
record . On the bright side, they will
face tlie 0-8 Tigers of Towson State.
Two teams with record s like these
should make for an exciting match.
In the words of Towson coach, Phil
Albert, ''This gar,ne will depend largely
upon the frame of mind of both teams.
We're similar in that neither one of us
has tasted victoiy in a while. Whichever
team prepares the best mentally during
the course of the week will have an
edge."
The mentality of the players will be a
contributing factor. Towson has never
lost a game to Howard, and that looks
promising to a team which is 0-8. In
fact, last year Towson broke a 0-9 losing

owar

Howard.
''I think in having Coach Jeffries leave,
they lost a great coach, a great person, a
friend to everyone, and a communicator
that was able to deal with the administration as well as his players, but I think

'

By Denise Brown
. Hilltop Staff Writer

C3

•

•

The Houston Oilers released their
kicker Ian Howfield Monday after
missing a possible winning field goal
against the Redskins Sunday.
Unfortunately for Howfield, he
missed three extra pai~ts a ~eek earlier against the C1nc1nnat1 Bengals

University officials for Texas A &
M University contended that Kermit
Davis Jr., the former coach for the
men's basketball team, supplied
misleading or false information to
them when they were investigating
the recruitment process of a
Syracuse transfer student and a talent scout. Davis' indiscretions led
t~e National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) to place a two
year probation on Texas ' basketball
program. Because of the NCAA
probation, the basketball team will
not be allowed to compete in the
NCAA tournament this season, and
they will be confined to receiving

only two scholarships for the 19921993 basketball season.
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Pair of Cerwin Vega 800 Watt PA
Speakers $700, with 450 Watt Amp
&iucationaVScholarship Funding
$900. DJ use suggested.
for School. Resource guaranteed or
202-332-5584.
money back. Contact: The
ATTENTION: Student leaders,
Partnership. 700 13th Street, NW,
chartered and noii-chartered
Washington, DC 20004- Tel-·
organizations, and students
(202} 434-4577
STUDENT LEADERSHIP
WISCONSINITES!
Wisconsin Club will meet at 5 p.m. CONFERENCE 1991, Dec. 6 & 7.
For more information contact
Blackbum Room 150 on
William "Bo" Martin at 806-6923 or
Wed. : Nov. 6, 13, 20; Dec. 4.
stop by the UGSA office Rm. 110
FASHION SHOW
Blackbum Center
Creative Fashions
The Undergraduate Student
Presents:
Assembly
How To Dress for Less
and
Nov. 11 7 p.m. $1 admission
The College of Fine Arts
Blackbum Ballroom
present
Glamour Magazine is honoring
"OPTIMISTIC' : A MUSICAL
outstanding college and University
EXTRAVAGANZA TONIGHT!!!
Women for academic and personal
Fri., Nov. 8, 1991
7:30 PM
excellence. Applications are
Cramton Auditorium Tickets can be
available in the Office of Student
purchased at Cramton Box Office
Activities, rm. 117,
and cost $5 Students, $10 General
Blackbum Center.
Admission. Call (202)806-6918,
Ask for Stacie.
6919 for details!
Deadline: Jan. IS, 1992
The Residence Hall Choir will be in
IF YOU ARE TIRED OF DOING
concert at Galbrith A.M.E. Zion
YOUR HAIR EVERYDAY AND
Church, located at 1114 6th Street
AR E INTERESTED IN BRAIDS,
NW, D.C. between Land M Street
PLEASE CALL 797-1727 FOR
NW (near Giant Supermarket)
MORE INFO.
l
4:00pm Sunday Nov. 10, 1991.
·Chuck & Billy's Club 2718 is
Admission is free.
honoring your Fraternity & Sorority
The New York State LTD will
Association and Clubs. ~rin g
sponsor a Thanksgiving trip to New
banners to 2718 Georgia~ve.,
York. Members- $40 and nonWashington, DC 20059, ,
members $45. For more
.
£202}-745-9885.
information call: Debra-319-9120
Applications for CAMPUS PALS
Sharon-882-5934, Chuckie-483are available in room
6019. Deadline: Nov. 15 1991.
107 Blackbum Center.
THE BROTHERS OF Pill BETA
H.U.SA. would like to Thank HU
SIGMA FRATERNJTY,,INC. thank
South Carolina Club meeting on
Wed. Nov. 13 in DGH 239 at 6:30om. the HU Community for making both
of our Homecoming parties a
Louisiana Club Dues of $10
'
tremendous success
Douglas
136 Nov. 12 at 5 12m.
VISIT THE SOVIET UNION FOR
Toastmasters, Phi Beta Sigma, Zeta
AN EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR.
Phi Beta, Alpha Phi Alpha, Delta
Join Project 20CIO. There will be a ·
Sigma Theta, Liberal Arts Student
meeting for old and new volunteers
Council, N.A.B.A., Mr. Howard,
Tonja Wilks, and all volunteers who on Tue .. , Nov. 12, 7 p.m. in
Blackbum Center Music Listening
helped to make Black Donor '
Room. For more infonnation call
Awareness Week a success.
R. Timothy Gibbs (703) 519-6142,
Revelation SEMlNAR 11 AntiChrist,
Kali Jones (202) 319-1619 or
666, & Beast", Friday, Sunday,
Robert James (202) 332-7475.
Tuesday, 7:30 pm (Camegie).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

THIS ISITS3K T0$5K
MONTHLY, NO SELLING
DOUBLE INCOME EVERY 6-9
MONTHS! £:i.Q!j9~3-0ZQ!! El!I. 91
EARN $500, $1500 MONTHLY.
RECEIVE 25%-50% DISCOUNT
ON GROCERIES. DCs #I parttime money making activity seeks
motivated students 3-6 hrs/wk. No
selling/No talking.
Call £30!l2.:i3·QZ!l!! Ext, ll~x.
PER~QN.t\ T.S
Clarence,
Can we pretend like I'm
Anita Hill? '
#84,
'
I've been waiting long and
it's finalt:i; time! Are :i;ou downz
MIDGET,
Stop teasing and let us get
down to business. Shall we?
SIGNED,
The One You Reallx WANT

STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID FOR
UNWANfED BOOKS WITH
RESALE VALUE TIM JONES
TAJ BOOK SERVICE 722-0701
SUPPORT A STUDENT
ENTERPRI~E

A:J'IENTION!! The Ladies of
Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. are calling all Walk-AThon participants to tum in their

money Fri., Nov. 15, 1991 at 6 p.m.
ig ·FraziCr Hall Lounce.
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. present
the Annual Female Talent Show:
JABBERWOCK. Interest meeting
Nov. 12 at 6 ~.m . in Bethune Hall.
CLUB DETROIT SPONSORING
PISTONS VS. BULLETS GAME.
INTERESTED?? ~ALL 332-1371.
The Undergraduate Student
Assembly announces it's 1992
Spring Black Arts Festival"Variations in Expression: The
Odyssey of An African People".
Volunteers are needed for the pop
concert, poetry reading, etc. Stop by
rm 110 of Blackbum or call 806-

6918 6919 for details!
Golden Key
Membership Nov. 25
Reception: Dec. 3
Dedicated to Excellence and
Achiel:ement

HELP WANTED
BEST DARN CAMPUS REP
WANTED!!! NORTH AMERICA'S
BEST DARN TOUR CO. ONLY
HI-LIFE CAN OFFER YOU A
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP FOR
EVERY 20 PAID AND A
CHANCE TO WIN A YAMAHA
WAVEJAMMER. JOIN
THOUSANDS OF OTHER
CAMPUS REPS.
CALL NOW 1-800-263-5604.
EARN $2000. + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS! North America's
#1 Student Tour Operator seeking

motivated students, organizations,
fraternities and sororities as campus
representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and Panama
• I
Ctty.

-

Call !(800) 724 1555.I

Purple Pajamas

you should at least give me
a second chance
Your Lale Night Caller
a.k.a. Overbearinr,
Lynda,
Though we are apart, we are still
together. For I'm sure of one thing,
I am part of you and you of me. As
long as we remember that, then one
day we will be just you & me.
Luv U- Darrell
Jen,
Happy Birthday to on e of the best
managing editors in the county
The Boss
Anthony,
You are my True and Only.
LOVE! When you are away a part
of me is gone too. I will always be
here for you and for us.
Love MOCHA ROLL
Happy 19? Birthday to MOOSE
HaHa Uno Who !,l.R. (B.SD.j.
Happy 19th Birthday with Total
Affection and Love to a Humorous,
Outgoing and Terribly sweet babe.
Don't get juiced J·Bear.
J'o: The PBS STEP TEAM
Congratulations on winning the HU
Homecoming Step Show!
THEBROKER \

To·. THE BROTHERS OF PHI
PEACH
BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY,
It may have !>ten
INC. We've had successful
too fast, but that doesn't mean it was
seminars, service.projects and
wrong. Life is never predictable.
Homecoming activities; keep up the Don't miss out on,a great
'
good work. BLUE PHI!!!
expenence.
Presid~nt 1 Aleha Ch112ter
XELU!W
Jared,
To Cbaresa,
Happy Birthday!! I am so glad you
You don't have to remind Donna and
decided to stay in town, so that I can I again ! HAPPY BIRTHDAY on
be your birthday clown. Hope you
11111
-Tracv
have a lovely weekend.
Aricka W.,
j2QNNA
Happy Birthday Sweetie!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BWNDIE,
Thanks for taking time to listen to
YOU CAN PUT ME UNDER
me not to mention being my friend.
YOUR MICROSCOPE
and co-worker.
ANYTIME!!
-Tracy
YOUR MYSTERY WOMAN
Happy Birthday CYNTHIA
Honey Nut Cheerios,
WILLIAMS (Nov. 12) You're the
Our friendship is more precious to
greatest sisler and a wonderful
me than you'll ever know. I'll nev~; friend! I'm going to miss you this
take it for granted. Forgive mt;7
weekend. I. love you a whole
Your Girl,
bunch.
l
Your sister,
~~ecial K
~
Candi
Princess,
Happy 21st Birthday from the one
Happy B-day ARJCKA I have
person on campus who loves you
REALLY missed you this semester.
the most. We gonna shake our
I hope your day is special. I
.
thang tonight or what?
PROMISE I'll call you!!! .
Seecial K
LuvYa
'
'
Tony, Your'e greeeeeeat! !
CANDLE!
Hope you had a great 20th Birthday. Hi 4MB9! I'm glad you got rid of
Do you think I can have some more your cough. I'm glad that I got you
Harold's ?? I'm really pressed for
to worry about me. Thanks again for
the bubbles.
9B90
some die~d wines. ·TraI
Mad,
''
To my baby,
Thanks for always being there
I spy is over! Everyone knows.
WHENEVER I need you!! I'm glad Love with a two-fingered kiss
blown your way,
we can share our birthdays!
11/11 &11/12
Yourbabx
Happy Belated B-dayTony,
'
R!J:i
To Bejide Applebum ,
From your Qti-Town friend Corex·
To KNOXVII.IE in Drew:Do you
Even though 10/26 went right over
your head I could never forget
have time for me aside from
11/10. We've got 11 years on our
relationships? Hope you feel Petter
friendship and hopefully many more From: Nashville
Hope you have a great 18th B-Day.
Stacy P When are you going to get
L6ve Ia1 Tracx.
those digits? From ;non smoker.
Basically and Humbly a.k.a. T#l,
Leslie,'how were the donuts? Tiff
These 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. intervals are Hey Goof, don't invite yourself to
starting to catch up to me, but the
dinner and then ask when am I
Sleepy Monster always seems to
cooking
attack you first. What's up with
Carleton and Jamar. it's about time!
that?
Miss Brown
·
-Insatiable a.k.a. T#2
1 like your style.
.

Y

ou're Invited to the
30th Anniversary
Party at the World 's #1
Spring Break Destination,
on the Hottest
beach on earth,
Feb. 22 - April 19, 1992!

. Call 1·800·854·1234
for your FREE 30th
Anniversary Official
Spring Break
1992 Guide!
DESTINATION DAYfONA!
Convention & Visitor's Bureau
P. 0. Box910
Daytona Beach, FL32115

January 10-12,1992
GREAK PEAK SKI RESORT

STANDARD TOUR INCLUSIONS AND SERVICES:

Courtland, NY

• Roundbip transportation via lavoratory equipped
motorcoach complete with VCR for your traveling
pleasure
·
•Friday night "Get to know you" party

Modern facilities
23 ttails, 7 lifts
Night Skiing Mon-Sat until 10pm
85'1. snowmakJng coverage

Shuttle service
'..! longest run: 1.S miles
Cross counb'y skiing

'"3 "all you can eat" meals:
2 buffet breakfasts (Sat and Sun)
I buffet dinner (Sat)
-Sunday morning movies, bowling
•free beginner ski lessons
•free one day ski rentals

'

ACCOMODATIONS:

AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS

The oldest sch ool for actors in the
English-speaking world, the
Academy has trained more

•Two (2) nights accommodations in luxurious
slope side condominium featuring com temporary rooms
with color cable 1V, loft bedroom in each condo
walking distance to slopes.

professional actors than any other

sch ool or college in the country.
Alumni have won n o minations for
89 Oscars, 62 Tonys and 173 Emmys.

Two-Year Professional Training Program

1 bedroom condo: houses 5 max
2 bedroom condo: houses 8 max
-mdividual beds•Joft bedroom with three beds
•two bedrooms in each bedroom
• )ivingroom bed

•

Begins in January-Apply Now

EllGlllEERlllG STUDElff COUllCJL
AADA is the <;>nly con servatory for actors offering accredited training in
both of .Am ~ncas great cel\te rs of professional activity. For information
'
a nd a n application , write or call:

•

Payment schedule

•

•

NovemlMr 15, 1991
Dec:eml:ler 6, 1991

I Bl.OD
I BO.OD

•
JRllURRV .

10-12, 1992

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:

PRICE PER PERSON: $161 .00

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

':l::'.l.·..·

BYRON HALL
KEVIN HARRIS
CARLISLE SEALY
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON Ill

1·800·331 ·3136

at:

Abow eertv·bin:l mes exp,. Nov. 30!

·806-6633

FROM WASHINGTON, D.C.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARfS

120 Mad ison Avenue, New Yo rk, N Y 10016
(212) 686-9244

'

$161.00 pp

2550 Pa loma Stree t, Pa!ladena, CA 91107
(818) 798.(Jl'Tl

reserve now/

ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL

CASH

ACC~PTED!!!!!!!

\

